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SUMMARY

The radar detection of meteor trails is discussed
with reference to the equipment used, the methods developed and employed, and the resul t.s gained, particularly
those concerning the astronomical aspects of meteoric
phenomena.
Part A traces the development of a newmethod of
detecting the radiants of the very numerous small-sized
meteors..

Their radiants tend to be .c·lose to the ecliptic

plane but some high declination activity is present.

The

recognised meteor showers often lose their identity among·
the overwhelming number of.faint meteors.
Part B deals with a survey of meteor rates.

This

has led to a better knowledge of the distribution of
meteors and has revealed that some very large groupings
of meteors exist.

These tta.ssociations", as they have

been called, can embrace several meteor showers and
appear to: be of very recent occurrence on the astronomical
time-,scale, i.e. they are only some tens of' millions of
years old ..
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PREFACE
Many sections of this volume have already been
published, or are about to be published..

They have

appeared first as Contract Reports, which is the format
in which some of them appear here, and later as papers
in various journals.
The incorporation of these publications into
this volume in such a manner has simplified the difficult problem of reproducing diagrams for which the
original tracings are no longer available.

This pro-

cedure has led to a small amount of recapitulation from
chapter to chapter.
The numbering seg_uence for Figures and Photographs starts afresh for each chapter.

To avoid

confusion the chapter number and figure number (where
applicable) appears at the lower right of each page.

..
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INVESTIGATIONS OF MErEORIC PHENOMENA

1•

GENERAL INTRODUCTI ON :
Prior to 1957, when these studies commenced, con-

siderable progress had been made in radio meteor research,
principally in the Northern Hemisphere.

Much of the basic

physical theQry of the interaction of meteors with the
earth's atmosphere had been worked out and related to
radio observational techniques (see, for example, Kaiser,

1953), radio-meteors were being used as a tool for measurements on the upper atmosphere (e.g. Elford and
Robertson, 1953), and the utility of meteor-scattered
signals in a new discontinuous type of radio communication
had been proved (e.g. Forsyth et al., 1957).
In the field of meteor astronomy early radio observations had shown that fewer than one percent of meteors
brighter than magnitude +8 came from outside the solar
system, thus refuting earlier theories that meteors are
of interstellar origin.

These observations had also

revealed the presence of several meteor showers active
during the daylight hours and therefore

~naccessible

to

visual or photographic observing techniques.

1
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By 1957, fairly accurate radiants had been found
for practically all of the major showers in both hemispheres, and it was becoming apparent that such showers
contribute very few meteors compared with those classed
as sporadic, i.e .. unconnected with a recognised shower
and of seemingly random occurrence.

However, careful

analysis of obs.ervational data revealed that sporadic
meteors exhibit a marked, preference for direct motion in
or near the plane of the ecliptic (Lovell, 1954), a
result which was soon confirmed by South.ern Hemisphere
observations (see Chapter 2).
Measure~ents

of the annual variation of meteor

activity were mainly confined to the Northern Hemisphere,
with the re.sul t that terrestrial factors could not be
evaluated and eliminated to yield the true space density
of meteors along the earth's orbit.
Finally, Bowen's hypothesis (1953, 1956) that
rainfall is influenced by the influx of meteoric material,
together with.the launching of the first artificial earth
satellites into the environment of space, underscored the
fact that many of the answers to the problems of meteor
astronomy might be of considerable significance beyond
the immediate confines of the subject.
Such was the

tuation in 1957.

Some of the impor-

tant problem areas at that time weret
1.

The possibility of atmospheric and ionospheric
effects on meteor rate.

1
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2.

The influence of purely terrestrial factors on the
apparent variation in meteor activity throughout
the year.

3.

The unknown extent of meteor shower activity radiating from high southerly declinations.

4.

Criteria for identifying very diffuse meteor
,streams, particularly if they are sparsely populated.

5.

The identification of streams of faint meteors if
they exist.

6.

The possibility that faint sporadic meteors may
have a different orbital distribution from the
brighter ones.

7-

The QUestion of the origin of meteoroids* •
The purpose of the work described herein has been

to elucidate as many of these problems as possible, particularly those reQuiring Southern Hemisphere observational
data.

The work falls naturally into two areas of investi-

gation, namely:

*The term "meteoroid" refers to the physical object in
space, while "meteor" refers to the phenomenon when a
meteoroid encounters the earth's atmosphere.
However, a
strict separation of these terms is difficult and the
historical usage of the word "meteor" when referring to
the actual object in space may sometimes be unavoidable.

1

(a)

the measurement of' meteor radiants using highly
directional antenna systems, and

(b)

the measurement of' meteor rates using omnidirectional antennas and maintaining equipment
sensitivity as constant as possible over extended
periods of' time.
The above order of' presentation will be followed

in this volume, but the two parts will not be entirely
unrelated since rate data can be made to give information
on radiant distributions.

2.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:
The Rolleston Radio Field Station of' the University

of Canterbury was set up by Dr.

c.

D. Ellyett in 1950,

shortly after his return from Jodrell Bank.

Surplus

defence gun-laying (GL) radar units provided the basic
transmitting and receiving equipment, and a rotatable
aerial array consisting of' 12 horizontal half-wave dipoles
was constructed.

The aerial beam was directed to azimuths

of 22.5 degrees north of' west and 22.5 degrees south of'
west on alternate days, in order that the Clegg technique
(Clegg, 1948 a and b;

Aspinall, Clegg and Hawkins, 1951)

2
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could be employed to delineate meteor radiants.

The

oper~

ation of this eg_uipment was steadily improved and in 1953
a survey was made of meteor activity in the Southern
Hemisphere (Ellyett and Roth, 1955).

A major conclusion

was that the greater part of the meteor activity down to
magnitude +4.5 is confined to the plane of the ecliptic.
During the 1953 survey the overall sensitivity of
the radar system was adjusted to maintain .the radar echo
rate somewhat similar to the normal visual meteor rate of
5-10 per hour when no major shower activity is present.
After 1953 no attempt was made to compare radar and visual
meteor rates and the system sensitivity was improved considerably, yielding echo rates much higher than the
eg_ui valent visual rates.

The echo rates obtained. in the

early months of 1956, which was considered to be a period
of minimum meteor activity, averaged about 100 per hour.
This indicated that meteors as faint as the seventh magnitude were recorded.
Analysis of these records revealed discrete radiant
activity near the helion and anti-helion positions in the
sky and suggested that showers of faint meteors may exist
(Ellyett and Keay, 1956).

However, the amo"t+nt of data

reduction reg_uired for delineating showers from records
containing as many as 2,000 meteors each day was prohibitive whenever the classic Clegg methods were used.

This

led to the development of a new and faster method of inter-

2
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:preting the data contained in meteor echo records when
the echo-rate exceeds about 30 per hour (Keay, 1957) ..
The new method requires the drawing of' "partial rate
curves 11 rather than the range-time plots of' individual
meteor echoes.

A partial rate is simpiy the time rate

of' meteor echo occurrence between specified range limits.
When this method was f'irst employed, the range band
chosen was that which straddled the range at which the
greatest number o:f meteor echoes occurred.

This obviated

any question o:f allowing f'or an asymmetrical distribution
of' meteors within the range band.
Meanwhile the whole radar system had been steadily
improved.

A new receiver was J::milt having a noise figure

of' 2.0 at the operating frequency of 69 Me. (Ellyett and
Fraser, 1 955) which meant that the reception of' :faint
meteor e.choes was lim:i ted by the galactic noise level
rather than the internal noise o:f the receiver.

Further-

more, a study of' the overall system characteristics (ibid)
revealed the need to increase the transmitted pulse width
quite considerably in order :for the :finite spot size on
the cathode ray tube display (which is photographed on
slowly moving :film) to be smaller than the echo pulse ..
Otherwise the signal-to-noise ratio is degraded and small
echoes are lost.

Accordingly the transmitter was adjusted

to deliver a pulse o:f approximately 25 microseconds duration.

2
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The transmitter had, by this time, been replaced
by an improved version known as the GL Mark II.
during

1955~56,

Also,

two new mul ti:ple-yagi arrays were con-

structed (Bennett, 1958), each having a power gain over
isotropic

close to 1000, about eight times that of the
These were directed to azimuths of 67.5

rotatable array.

and 112.5 degrees east of north and overcame the need to
alter the azimuth setting of the rotatable array for
alternate days..

(The characteristics of the various

aerials employed at the field station are tabulated in
A:p:pendix I) •
Finally, with the :possibility of several radars
operating simultaneously and the need for phasing them
one with another and with the mains supply, a crystal controlled master control unit was built (Keay, 1956).

This

unit supplied transmi.tter trigger :pulses, range markers,
receiver suppression pulses, gating waveforms, and other
synchronous signals :for the proper functioning of the
station equipment.

2
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PART A

THE MEASUREMENT OF METEOR RADIANTS

3.

EXTENSIONS TO THE PARTIAL. RATE METHOD OF DELINEATING
METEOR RADIANTS
Throughout the second half of 1956 the improved dual-

aerial radar system was in full operation, producing
records amenable to analysis by the partial rate method.
The Delta Aq_uarid radiants derived from records obtained
during the first week of August were published in the paper
describing the method (Keay, 1957).
Subseq_uently the remainder of the records were analysed and finally published in 1961 (Ellyett et al.).

A

typical partial rate plot revealing the presence of shower
activity during the night of July 29 - 30 is shown in
Figure 1 (a) (which is taken from the 1961 paper).

The

range limits chosen were 350 and 450 km in order that the
range band would be· centred on 400 km, which was close to
the range at which the maximum number of echoes was received.
The rate of occurrence of meteors within these range
limits was measured every ten minutes and the. values
obtained were then smoothed in sliding groups of three,
weighted in the ratio 1 :2:1 to give a smoothed rate curve.

3
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This amount of smoothing is justifiable on the grounds
that any detectable radiant of meteor activity cannot
pass through the collecting area of the aerial system
in less than half an hour.
The showers appearing in Figure 1 (a) are the Delta
Aquarids (K), the Pisces Australids (L) and possibly a
Cetid shower (M).

The method of deriving the radiant

co-ordinates of these showers is described in Chapter 6.
Partial rate plots exhibiting possible shower
activity are shown in Figure 1 (b).

The peaks labelled

P and Q were present on adjacent days and P yielded a
Puppis radiant.

The peak to the left of Pin both plots

was definite enough to enable radian,t co-ordinates to be
fou;nd for it, but it was not present on adjacent days so
was not considered reliable.

The same is true for the

other pairs of peaks in Figure 1 (b).

This raises the

question of which peaks to relate to one another.

Could,

for example, the peak Q in the lower curve be produced
by the meteor activity which gave rise to the peak P in
the upper curve?

This ambiguity was to a certain extent

resolved by considering the persistence of the pairs of
peaks on adjacent days.

Later a triple aerial technique

was evolved (see below) to resolve such difficulties.
However, the two major humps in both partial rate
.curves clearly bear an unambiguous relationship to one
another and indicate .concentrations of meteor activity

3
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centred on the co-ordinates defined by the times at which
the smoothed maximum rate occurs (see Chapter 6) ..
The :partial rate :plots shown

Figure 1 (c) exhibit

fluctuations in rate which are almost as great as those
in Figures 1 (a) and (b), but no clear-cut relationship is
evident between the two :plots and it becomes a :problem to
assess the validity of the :peaks that are :present.

This

is :particularly so for the :peak at 11 hours L.T. in the
upper :plot and that near 8 hours L.T. in the lower :plot.
For thi.s reason it was decided to count and

ot the

meteor echoes occurring in the two 100 km range bands
adjacent to the :principal one centred on 400 km range.
This led to the sets of triple plots shown in Figures 2(a)
and (b).

The peaks which are due to continuous meteor

shower activity are g_uite obvious.

Of the remaining :peaks,

the larger ones may be due to short-lived minor s.treams of
meteoroids being intercepted by the earth, or they may be
:produced solely by random factors.

However, a :peak such

as that at 11 hours L.T. in the upper curve of Figure 1 (c)
exhibits such a high degree of positive conservation* that

* If a time-series of observations yields values that are
:perfectly random its conservation is said to be zero.
If
low values tend to occur after high values, and vice versa,
the conservation is negative, and if high values tend to
be grouped together followed by a group of low values, and
so on, the conservation is :positive. (See, for example,
:p .582 of HGeomagnetism" by Chapman and Bartels, 1951 • )

3
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it is unlikely to be the product of random fluctuations
alone..

This aspect of the occurrence of' meteors has bee.n

the subject of a separate inve
concluded.

gation which is not yet

It is suf'f'icient to say that some workers

(e.g. Bowden and Davies, 1957) regard sporadic meteors as
being completely random in occurrence, while others
(particularly Gallagher and Eshleman, 1960) consider that
faint meteors have 'sporadic shower' propeiJties.

No satis-.

f'actory explanation has yet been found for the rather
pronounced but isolated peaks which often occur in the
parti

rate curves such as those in Figure 1 (c), although

Weiss (1959) has argued that the great majority of peaks
in the partial rate plots are due to random fluctuations
in the meteor rate,.
Some of the ambiguities inherent in the use of partial
rates obtained from d-ual aerials can be removed by incorporating a third aerial equally spaced in azimuth with the
original two..

A genuine centre of meteoric activity then

prod.uces a sequence of peaks in the three aerials in turn,
·thereby revealing its presence among other peaks of lesser
significance.

This improved technique 1 sometimes referred

to as the augmented partial rate method of delineating meteor
radiants, is fully described in Chapter 6.

3
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THE LATITUDE DEPENDENCE OF RADAR METEOR SHOWER

OBBERVATI ONB*
One of' the principal weaknesses of' the partial

r~te

plots is the tendency during analysis to pair peaks occurring at nearly the same time.

A glance at Figure 4 of'

Chapter 6 reveals that the resulting values of' radiant
declination will tend to cluster around the value corresponding to the latitude of the observing station.
Furthermore,, peaks due to activity passing directly overhead may be considerably enhanced by the characteristics
of' the radar system, i.e. on the· aerial configuration
employed.
This problem

wa~

first recognised by Dr. C. D.

Ellyett who plotted a histogram showing the total number
of' pairs of' peaks in the 1956 partial rate curves as a
function of the declination derived for them.
histogram is shown in Figure 1.

This

A very similar result

has been obtained more recently by Hawkins (1963) who
simply remarks that. the sensi ti vi ty of the equipmen,t used
in the Harvard Radio Meteor Program decreases as the radi-

ant altitude decreases •

•This

has been adapted from a paper with the same
title written by this author and Dr. c. D. Ellyett.
It
appeared in the Journal of' Geophysical Research, Vol,. 66,
page 2337, 1 961 •
cha~ter
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Such a latitude bias must inevitably lead to an
erroneous impression of the relative strengths of observed
meteor showers.

In other words, the hourly rates for

radio observations quoted in the literature (for example,
Whipple and Hawkins, 1959) are without meaning, unless it
is understood that they apply only to a particular observing station.
To be meaningful, rate measurements should be converted to incident meteor flux .measurements (Kaiser, 1960)
but the conversion

involve~

laboriqus calculations.

experimental difficulties and

It has been attempted, for

example, by Weiss (1957), who obtains values for eight
meteor showers.
Kaiser (1960) has published a semigraphical method
enabling the incident flux of shower meteors to be deduced
from the observed rate.

This method is considerably

simpler than any previous one, but even so the amount of
computation required may not be justified

unles~

it is

imperative that an absolute flux measurement be obtained.
However, for the purpose of establishing the
relative importance of showers detected from any given
observing station, and eliminating the tendency to
emphasize those showers which transit close to the zenith,
a simple plot of observed rate against declination can be
most helpful, as will now be showr1.

4
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T heor;y

Expressions for the total radio echo rate of shower
meteors detected by apparatus employing narrow-beam
aerials have been derived by Kaiser (1955).

For a narrow

aerial beam he obtains the following close approximation
for the total echo rate, N1

(1)
where A is a function of the mass distribution parameter
s, the aerial beam width, the mean height of the reflection
points, and the atmospheric scale height.

These will be

regarded as constants for the purposes of this discussion.
The flux function E)(cxo/ cos '"'j.. ) depends
and can be rewritten in the form BNi coss-iX:,

o on s

where B is

a function of the minimum detectable line density !X 0 in
the direotion of the beam maximum, i.e., it is an equipment parameter, and Ni is the incident meteor flux for the
shower concerned.

The angle

X

is the zeni t.h, angle of the

trajectory of a detectable meteor, which to a good approximation is also the zenith angle of the true meteor radiant.
Following Kaiser, the remaining function F(¢)

can

be written
(2)

where

e

is the angle between the reflection point and the

beam maximum.,

For narrow beam eg_uipments the variation with

4
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ij\

can usually be neglected, and we have :finally

(3)
where C is a :function independent of'
expression gives the observed

~cho

1.

Thus the above

rate as a :function of

the radiant zenith angle when the rate is at its maximum.
The recognition of' a meteor shower of' given f'lux
when using methods essentially dependent on rate measurement is influenced by the radiant declinationS.

The

sharpness of' a peak in the echo rate must depend on the
speed with which a radiant moves across the sky, and is,
theref'ore, dependent on the cosine of the radiant declination.

Inclusion of' the :factor cos& in equation 3 then

leads to a simple expression showing how well a meteor
shower may be recognized by using a given equipment at a
given location:

w =

cos

S-1 ,Y

t

,... eos o

where W may be termed the recognition :factor.
The variation of' recognition :factor with declination
is strongly dependent on the range, R, at which echoes are
received, since the zenith angle

'j..

of' a shower radiant at

the time of' maximum echo rate is itself' a :function of' R.
The variation with s and other parameters is relatively
unimportant.
Figure 2 shows W plotted f'or various yalues of' range

4
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in the case of an equipment located at latitude -43°31'
utilizing a narrow-beam
of 112°30'E.

al directed to a local azimuth

The dotted curve is drawn for echoes

ved from a range of 400 km by an aerial directed to
a local azimuth of 67°30'E.
The resemblance between the sum of the full and
dotted 400 km range curves in Figure 2 and the envelope of
the histogram in Figure 1 (referring to :partial rate curves
for range bands centred on 400 km range) is close enough
to indicate that the assumptions made in deriving the
expression for W are quite reasonable.
It is evident from Figure 2 that any method of
meteor shower detection that depends on the :presence of
long-range echoes will greatly favor radiants culminating
near the zenith.
possible,methods

To avoid this source of bias as .far as
meteor-shower delineation should uti-

lize short-range echoes.

4.2

Application to Christchurch Results
During 1953 a survey of Southern Hemisphere meteor

activity was carried out (Ellyett and Roth, 1955) and the
results were analyzed by drawing envelopes enclosing
meteors from specific radiants on daily range-time

ots

of meteor echoes (Aspinall, Clegg, and Hawkins, 1951 ) ..
The major showers detected by this survey, together with

4
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the significant meteor showers detected in 1956, are shown
in Figure 3 in which the maximum hourly rate of each
shower is plotted against the shower declination.
Superimposed on the shower plot are two curves
representing the shower recognition factors for the two
aerials of the system.

These have been calculated on the

assumption that the range of maximum occurrence of meteore
(400 km) 'leads to fair values for the shower recognition
factor in the case of meteors recorded over a wide-range
interval as in the range-time plot method.

For the

partial-rate method, of course, it is perfectly valid since
the range interval used was centred on 400 km.
In Figure 3 and subsequent figures the recognition
curves have been normalized by making the peak value of W
correspond to an hourly echo rate of 100.

The showers of

highest flux in Figure 3 are those which rise above the
two recognition curves by the greatest amount.
are the 8- Aquarids and the

Examples

(3- Taurids ..

Similarly, showers whose observed echo rates cause
them to lie well below the recognition curve are of lowest
flux.

The showers shown dotted in Figure 3 yielded echo

rates higher than many of the major showers shown, but
it is obvious from the figure that they are of much less
importance.

(These particular showers did not, in fact,

meet the requirements of consistency necessary for shower
acceptance, and have been excluded from published lists.)

4
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lj.• 2

Application to other observing stations
Simple calculations have been made for two other

observing stations which

h~ve

used narrow-beam dual-

aerial systems for the delineation of meteor radiants.
For these two stations, namely, Jodrell Bank and Adelaide,
meteor shower recognition curves are shown in Figures
and 5.

4

The curves are based on parameters published by

Aspinall, Clegg and Hawkins (1951), and Weiss (1960),
respectively.

It must again be stressed that the height

and sharpness of the peak in each curve depends on the way
echoes are selected to yield the transit times necessary
for determining radiant co-ordinates.

However, the form

of the curves will be accurate enough for qualitative discussion.
Superimposed on the shower recognition curves of
Figure

4

and 5 are the rates and declinations of the main

meteor showers observed at the two stations.
and Almond, 1952 a and b;

1952;

Bullough, 1 954;

(See Hawkins

Almond, Bullough and Hawkins,
and Davidson, 1956, for the

Jodrell Bank results, and Weiss, 1960, for the Adelaide
results.)

The showers shown dotted in Figure 5 are those

.classified by Weiss as possible showers, the others as
accepted showers.
These figures are particularly illuminating if the
Christchurch and Adelaide results are compared with those
from Jodrell Bank.

The relative importance of the different

meteor showers is easily seen, and the results from both

4
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hemispheres agree well as f'ar as the major low d.eclination
showers are concerned,.
Showers which transit close to the .zenith, such
as the Quadrantid shower detected at Jodrell Bank, appear
reduced in importance compared with showers such as the
'?-Aqua rids, whose low observed rate f'rom all three
stations belies their true strength.

The S- Aquarids

emerge as the strongest known meteor shower.
In each of' the three figures it is seen that the
recognition curves give a reasonable f'it to the plotted
shower rates, except in the case of' the Adelaide results
where. the Arietids,

s- Perseids

and jJ- Taurids are taken

together, and where the Geminids appear to have produced
a surprisingly high rate..

The known low value of s for the

Geminid shower does not entirely account for its observed
rate of' 60 per hour from Adelaide.
In a recent paper Kresak (1964) has calculated the
latitude variation.of the actual influx of shower and
sporadic meteors.

He does not include the effect of the

detection characteristics of the observing equipment and
therefore his findings for shower meteors cannot be
directly compared with this work.
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5.

THE TRIPLE-CHANNEL RADAR SYSTEM*
The introduction of the augmented partial rate

system involved the following changes and extensions to
existing

(a)

e~uipment:

Design and construction of a new

Aerials:

array.
(b)

Transmitters:

No alteration.

(c)

Receivers:

Construction of a third receiver.

(d)

Disnl~:

Development of new video circuitry.

(e)

Control:

Minor modifications to the Master
Control Unit.

A block diagram of the complete system is shown
in Figure 1 •

The principal changes will now be des-

cribed separately.
This Chapter is intended to supplement the discussion of the system given in the

ne~t

chapter.

*Parts of this chapter and the one which follows have
appeared in a contract report (Ellyett, Keay and
McLauchlan, 1963w)
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5.1

Aerials
The development of the aerials necessary for intro-

ducing the augmented partial rate method was eased by the
existence of the original rotatable array which could be
turned and locked to an azimuth midway between the
azimuths of the yagi arrays (see Appendix 1 for details).
By using each of

th~se

three aerials for transmitting as

well as receiving, the aerial requirements would have
been met had it not been for long-standing difficulties
encountered in connection with the necessary spark-gap
transmit-receive switching..

Unreliability, noisiness and

breakthrough all combined to force the abandonment of
spark-gaps as a means to this end.
considered desirable, if

possible~·

In addition it was
to use one transmitter

for the whole system instead of haVing one for each
antenna.

Accordingly a single wide-beam transmitting

antenna was built capable of floodlighting the region
searched by the three narrow-beam antennast which could
then be used for reception only (a plan of the actual
coverage of the antennas is shown in Figure 1 of Chapter

6).

The shape of the radiation pattern of the trans-

mitting antenna led to it being referred to as a fanbeam antenna.

Although the power gain of the

fan~beam

antenna is low, this loss has been offset by the elimination of spark-gap switching and has led to better overall
system performance.
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The design requi!'ement.s of the fan-beam antenna
were that it had to provide'" as economically as possible,
an azimuthal di.s.tribution of radiated power which would
enable all three narrow beam arrays to receive meteor
echoes.

By iterative calcl.llati ons it was found that a

vertical stack of dipoles spaced 0 ..:35 of a wavelength in
front of a refle.cting screen would produce the required
azimuthal pattern.

The gain factors used in the design

are given in TABL:m 1, the notation of which applies to
the array geometry shown in Figure 2.
The vertical radiation pattern of the fan-beam
antenna had to be compatible with those of the three
narrow-beam arrays, althou.gh it was considered that a
slight increase in elevation of the main lobe would be
beneficial (see next chapter).
The above des;ign requirements were satisfied by
using a vertical stack of three half-w:ave folded dipoles
spaced half a wavelength apart, with the lowest dipole
one quarter of a wavelength above a ground screen, as
indicated in Figure 2.
in TABLE 2.

The gain factors used are given

Several other designs were considered, but

this one has the advantage of a null at 40 degrees elevation which reduces the effect of the principal
secondary lobes present in the other arrays near that
angle of elevation.
The half-wavelength spacing of the folded dipoles
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a,o

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90

F0 ( 90-o")

G_f~

o. 7(o,)

Product

2

1. 000
0.995
0.978
0.955
0.914
0.868
0,817
0.758
0.696
0.627
0.557
0.490
0.418
0.346
0,275
0.205
0.141
0.080

1 • 6181
1 .6278
1. 6564
1. 7015
1. 7592
1.8243
1. 8896
1. 9470
1. 9870
1. 9999
1. 9754
1 .9050
1 • 7820
1.6026
1.3668
1. 0779
0.7453
0.3810

1. 6181
1. 6197
1 .. 6200
1,6249
1.6079
1. 5835
1.5438
1 .4758
1 .3830
1.2539
1.1003
0.9335
0.7449
0.5545
0.3759
0.2210
0.1 051
0.0305

o.ooo

o.oooo

o.oooo

Gain factors for calculating the horizontal
radiation :pattex•n of the Fan-Beam Antenna.
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f3

0

F3~ 0.5(90-(3)

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
6o
65
70
75
80
85
90

TABLE 2

Gf 9 0. 7 ( f3)
2

3.000
2.926
2. 710
2.375
1. 952
1 .481
1.000
0.539
+0.128
-o. 213
-0.486
-0.,664
-0.827
-o. 91 6
-0.957
-0.989
-0.998
-1.000
-1.000

1. 618
1.628
1.656
1. 702
1 .. 759
1 .824
1. 890
1.947
1. 987
2.000
1.975
1. 905
1.782
1. 603
1.367
1.078
0.745
0.3liH
o.ooo

Gf 9 1 • 5 (90-(3)
2

o.ooo
0.799
1 .1.+60

1.878
1. 999
1. 826
1 .414
0.852
+0.223
-0.382
-0.908
-1.317
-1.614
-1.808
-1.919
-1.974
-1.995
-2.000
-2.000

Product

o.ooo
3.806
6.552
7.591
6.864
4.933
2.672
0.894
0.057
0.163
0.872
1. 716
2.379
2.655
2.510
2.105
1 .483
0.762
o.ooo

Gain factors
calculating the vertical
radiation pattern of the Fan-Beam Antenna.
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made feed and matching arrangements very simple ot

Each of

the three el.ement s was fed equally in amplitude and phase.
The impedance match to the transmission line was very
~lose

to optimum, with only a small adjustment of a

quarter wave support stub being necessary to bring the
standing wave ratio to less than 1 .1 •
When it was completed the per:formance o:f the fanbeam antenna p!loved to be very satisfactory. Measurements
of its directivity were made using a balloon
yielding the results shown in Figures 3 and

technique~

4.

Figure 5

is a photo of the antenna.
The horizontal radiation pattern has a slight dip
at azimuth 90 degrees east which indicates that the radiating elements are a little too :far away from the
reflecting screen.

The difference in pattern is so slight

that no_correction has been made.
The vertical radiation pattern is also fairly close
to the calculated design.

The main lobe appears to be one

degree lower than anticipated, but thi.s may be due to
errors of measurement.

The small upper lobe is much

broader than the calculated size, due to the limited
height of the reflector screen, which was restricted by
the ;need to h.!?,ye clearance between it and a 200 Me ..
able array mounted on the same structure (see Figure

rotat~

5).

The resulting backward radiation from the uppermost dipole
completely accounts for the broadness of the upper lobe,.
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5.2

Aerial

Measurem~pts

The balloon technique f'or measuring the radiation
;pattern,s of' the f'an...,.beam and other aerials at the Field
&tation has been f'ully described elsewhere (Keay and Gray,

1964 a and b).

The method was suggested by this author to

R. E. Gray who undertook its development as a supervised
project (Gray, 1961), which resulted in the measurement
of' the vertical radiation patterns of' the yagi and·rotatable arrays.

Some idea of' the ef'f'ectiveness of' the

balloon technique may be gathered f'rom Figure 6, which
shows the vertical radiation pattern of' the rotatable
array, as measured by Mr. Gray, compared with that calculated f'or the array.
Brief'ly, the technique consists in f'lying a small
balloon-borne transmitter
the aerial under test.

a controlled arc cenred on

A calibrated receiver connected

to the aerial provides a record of' the strength of' the
received

gnal which can be related to sightings of' the

transmitter's position to yield the radiation pattern
almost immediately.

The physical arrangement is shown in

Figure 7.
Following some improvements, which included rebuilding the balloon-borne transmitter, measurements
were made on the omni-directional aerials (see Ohapter

7)

and the f'an-b.eam array as outlined earlier.
The balloon-borne transmitter had to be kept as
simple as possible, consistent with good stability.

The

5
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circuit shown in Figure 8 uses a single 00170 transistor
operated in common emitter mode with a small overtone
crystal as

fre~uency

determining feedback element.

It

delivered a power output of 12 milliwatts which is ample
for any measurement.

The simplicity of the transmitter

construction is revealed by the photo (Figure

9).

The

underneath compartment contains the battery which was of
sufficient size to sustain full R.F. power output for at
least twelve hours without any detectable departure from
constancy.

The variation of output power with changes

in ambient temperature was not very great and its effect,
if present, was largely cancelled by immediately repeating
every balloon run in the opposite direction.

5.3

Receivers
A third receiver was construQted by E. C.

McLauchlan to a design which had been developed as a
result of many years of experience.

A block diagram of

a complete receiver is shown in Figure 10 and a photo
of one in Figure 11.
The initial design was by G. J. Fraser ( 1954).
Following modifications to the I.F. strip by the author
(Keay, 1956), it was shown by R. G. T. Bennett that a
second I.F .. strip, of wider bandwidth than the first and
off-tuned to a neighbouring

fre~uency,

could, by virtue
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of its faster response time, provide a signal which could
be used to gate the main I.F. strip off whenever broadband impulse-,type interference was present.
of the

secon~

The design

I.F. strip was fairly straightforward:

it

has a bandwidth of 300 kc, five times that of the main
I .F.• strip, and is tuned 400 kc higher.

The second, or

sub-I.F., strip was constructed by E. C. McLauchlan, who
built all three of the receivers now in service.

Mr.

McLauchlan also redesigned the R.F. input stage to a
cascade circuit and developed a new video amplifier which
compressed the video signal to match the narrow dynamic
range of the intensity modulated spot on the cathode ray
tube screen and automatically adjusted itself to changing
noise levels (McLauchlan, 1 960) •

A very useful check on the performance of the
narrow beam antennas and their associated receivers was
provided by a pen recorder which continuously monitored
the detector current in each receiver.

All records

exhibited a prominent peak which recurred every day at
the sidereal time corresponding to the passage of the
Sagittarius region of the Local Galaxy through the
associated antenna beam.

This is apparent in Figure 12

which shows superimposed tracings of the records obtained
over a period of one fortnight.

The differences in beam...,

width of the antenna arrays are also clearly revealed.
Figure 12 also provides convincing verification of
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the earlier conclusion by Ellyett and Fraser (1955), that
further improvements to the noise figure of the receiver
cannot improve the input signal to noise ratio, the limit
being set by galactic radio noise.

5•4

Display Unit
The actual operation of this part of the system is

described in detail in the next chapter.

When the triple-

channel radar system was first under consideration it was
realised that a concise presentation of the outputs of
the

thre~

channels was essential.

It was suggested by the

author that the most promising solution lay in the use of
delay lines in the video section to time-code the three
outputs.

An investigation of alternative methods was undertaken by B. J. Fraser (1961) who finally developed and
built a system ba.sed on the use of delay lines as in the
block diagram shown in Figure 13·
Two samples of the resulting film presentation are
shown in Figure 14.

Each sample represents a three-minute

interval, but the clocks (and. detector current meters) at
the side of the film are not shown..

Figure 14(a) was

recorded at 1830 hours N.Z .. S.T. when the diurnal rate is
at its lowest, while Figure 14(b) is of a typical high
rate period.

The three different dot-spacings are quite
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evident;

narrow spacing cor:vesponds to meteors detected

on the Eas.t antenna, (Receiver- 1 ), the medium spacing
to the North of East antenna (Receiver- 2), and the wide
spacing to the South of East antenna (Receiver - 3).

In

both samples it will be noticed that the lower dot of
each medium spaced pair is fainter than the upper dot:
this temporary f.aul t was due to a slight inaccuracy in 'the
gain setting of the undelayed signal.th,rough that channel.
Such a simple maladjustment can easily happen and its
effect is exaggerated by the narrow dynamic range of the
cathode-ray tube screen.
In Figure 14(a) there is a total of nine echoes,
corresponcling to an echo rate of 1 80 per hour.

In Figure

14(b) there are 67 discernable echoes, corresponding to a
rate of 1340 per hour.

It may be remarked that even if.

the lowest rate of 180 per hour continued throughout the
day, the resultant total of over 4000 echoes would be far
too many to be handled by the original Clegg method of
analysis.
Figure 14(b) shows many echoes which have been
detected by more than one antenna, usually by the main
beam of one and a side lobe of another..

Such cases are

easily sorted out by heeding the strongest echo.

However,.

there are four of the 67 echoes which are completely
ambiguous and must be disregarded.

5
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5 .5,

Master Control Unit
The master control unit was already in existence

and very little modification was required to make it supply
all of the necessary timing wave forms.
is shown in Figure 15..

Its block diagram

The 150 c/s repetition frequency

for the 69 Me. transmitted pulses (p.r.f.) was derived
from the 50 c/s mains supply frequency, with provision for
phase shifting to avoid bursts of interference which are
sometimes lockeQ. to the supply fr.equ,ency.

The 150 c/s

p.r.f. controls the output from a 900 Kcjs crystal oscillator by means of a gating circuit and. resets the subsequent pulse divider stages which :provide range-markers
and other essential timing waveforms following each
transmitted pulse.

Thus the advantages of crystal control

are combined with those

mains-locke~

operation.
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HORIZONTAL POLAR DIAGRAM
FAN BEAM AERIAL
---MEASURED
------CALCULATED

------,-.----

1---------------180°

FIGURE 3.
Comparison of the measured and calculated horizontal radiation patterns of the Fan-Beam antenna.
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of the measured and calculated vertical
radiation patterns of the Fan-Beam antenna.
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FIGURE 5
The Fan-beam aerial system
(A rotatable 200 me. array is partly
visible at the top or the tower)
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A.
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B.
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FIGURE <S.

Vertical Radiation Pattern
of a 4 x J Array at 69 Mc/s.
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FIGURE 9
The balloon-borne transmitter
with cover plate removed
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RESULTS FROM THE TRIPLE-CHANNEL SYSTEM
(This chapter has been submitted for publication

under the title "Radar Investigations of Tenth-Magnitude
meteors".)
In this chapter the operation of the triplechannel radar system is described..

At the high rates of

meteor detection obtained it is found that some of the
recognized showers are completely masked by the dense
background of faint meteors, while other shower streams
appear to degenerate into scattered sporadic centres of
activity ..
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Introduction
The classic method of delineating meteor shower

radiants from radar observations is that due to Clegg
( 1 948a, 1 948b), which utilises the directive properties
of an antenna array in conjunction with the specular
reflection of radio waves by a meteor trail.

Meteors

emanating from a given radiant are generally detected
only when the radiant point on the celestial sphere
passes through the plane normal to the axis of the
antenna beam.

When the

recor·~ed

echoes are plotted as

a function of time and range the characteristic rangetime envelopes of the Clegg method are obtained.
From their shape and time or occurrence the co-ordinates
and declination, b ) of the radiant

(right ascension,

<X,

may be deduced.

If two antenna arrays are used (Aspinall,

Clegg and Hawkins, 1951) the accuracy of the radiant coordinates obtained is greatly improved.
When more than 1000 echoes per day have to be
plotted, the Clegg method becomes too laborious and timeconsuming.

A modified approach due to Keay (1957)

enables the radiant co-ordinates to be determined by
plotting the echo rate from two narrow-beam antennas as
a function of time.

Only those echoes which lie in

a range interval straddling the range of maximum echo
occurrence need be used.

This "partial rate method", as

6
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it is called, speeds the data processing and allows
higher echo rates to be dealt with.
Both methods lead to ambiguities whenever two or
more radiants are simultaneously active.

These may be

resolved, at the price of' increased system complexity,
by incorporating a third antennat the beam of' which
should be spaced equal:L.y in azimuth with the other two.
Each radiant then produces a time-displaced sequence of'
peaks in the partial rate curves and it becomes very much
easier to relate the individual peaks to one another, or
show their non-relationship, as the case may be.

If'

three range intervals are recorded from each of' the
three antennas, nine partial rate curves are obtained,
thus giving a ninefold check on the validity of' a radiant.
The importance of' this augmented partial rate
method lies in its ability to delineate the radiants of'
minor showers which produce too few large meteors to make
the ordinary Clegg method :feasible.

Or, putting the

matter another way, this method is capable of' detecting
the presence of' shower structure in the sporadic meteor
background level.

6~2

The Triple-Beam System
A plan of the .antenna coverage is shown in Figure

1•

Three narrow-beam antennas are used :for reception and a
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wide angle, low elevation transmitting antenna (fan-beam)
directs the R.F. energy to the region searched by the
three receiving antennas.
operating

fre~uency

All were designed for the

of 69 Me.

The two outer receiving

antennas are multiple yagi arrays giving a beam

4.4

degrees w:t<ie in azimuth (Ellyett, Keay, Roth and Bennett,
1961.) while the center antenna is a rotatable planar
array of half wave dipoles giving a beam 22 degrees wide
in azimuth (Ellyett and Roth, 1 955).

For the purposes

of this experiment the rotatable array was directed to a
fixed azimuth of 90 degrees east ·of north.

The fan-beam

transmitting antenna consists of a vertical stack of
folded dipoles spaced 0.35 of a wavelength in front of
a reflecting screen.

The elevation of the fan-beam

produced by this antenna was intentionally made a little
higher than that of the beams produced by the other
antennas, in order to shorten the range at which the
maximum number of echoes is received.

This has the

desirable effect of reducing the bias towards detect1ng
radiants passing close to the local zenith (Keay and
Ellyett, 1 961).

The resulting composite elevation

response of the fan-beam antenna together with each of
the two yagi arrays has a peak at 11 degrees elevation,
while that with the fan-beam antenna and the planar array
peaks at 13·5 degrees elevation.
The transmitter produced 25-microsecond pulses
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with a peak power o1' almost 100 kilowatts at a pulse
repetition frequency of 150 pulses per second derived
from the frequency of the mains supply.
The detection system consists of three identical
receivers (one to each receiving antenna) and a video
mixing unit which mixes and codes the echoes for display
on the

s~reen

of a cathode ray tube.

Continuous photo-

graphic recording is employed at a film rate of 30 em
per hour.

The identification of meteor echoes is based

on the principle of doubling each genuine echo to distinguish it from random spikes due to noise and various
forms of impulse interference.

A small

square~wave

voltage added to the time-base at half the sweep
frequency causes recurrent signals (such as genuine
meteoric echoes which last for the duration of several
sweeps) to be doubled while random signals stay random.
This is illustrated in Figure 2 where the echo from
Receiver 1 is doubled with a spacing t

proportional to

the amplitude of the applied square wave.

The e.choes

from Receivers 2 and 3 are spaced more widely by
switching the output signals from these receivers
through 50 and 100 microsecond delay lines, respectively,
on each alternate sweep in such phase as to add to the
displacement caused by the square wave.
this is shown in Figure 2.

The effect of

On the alternate sweeps,

when displaced signals are displayed, the range markers
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are suppressed in order that the undisplaced dot or every
echo can be used for range determinationc
There are numerous occasions when echoes from a
given meteor are received by more than one antenna, due
to overlapping radiation patterns.

Usually, however,

one antenna produces a stronger signal than the others
and identification is still possible from the example

de~icted

as may be seen

in Figure 2.

From the system parameters it can be shown that
the limiting zenithal magnitude or meteors detected via
+
the ran-beam/yag~ array antenna combination is 10.9- 0.4.
These smallest meteors are detected at an elevation or
14 degrees, corresponding to a range or 360 km.

This

agrees with the measured value or 365 km at which the
maximum occurs in the range distribution or observed
meteor echoes.
The limiting zenithal magnitude or meteors
detected via the ran-beam/planar array antenna combination
is 10.0

:t

0.3.

These are detected at an elevation or 17

degrees, corresponding to a range or 305 km.

This too

is in fair agreement with the 280 km range at which the
maximum number or echoes is

receive~

via this particular

antenna combination.

6
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6.3

Theory and Calculations
The basic theory underlying the partial-rate

method needs no modification when three instead of two
narrow-beam antenna are employed.

The counting of

meteors in more than one range-band has also been described in a paper (Ellyett, Keay, Roth and Bennett, 1961)
in which it is referred to as a multiple rate-count
method, and an example of its usefulness was given.

It

is the combination of these methods which is referred to
as the augmented partial-rate method.
Briefly, short time-interval counts of meteor
echoes, whose ranges lie in a band centred on the range
of maximum occurrence, give a partial-rate curve when
plotted against time.

The times when peaks occur in the

partial rate curves from two or more antennas yield the
radiant co-ordinates of the meteor activity which gave
rise to the peaks.

The same is true when meteors in

range-bands adjacent to the central range-band are used,
although an allowance must be made for the asymmetrical
distribution of meteors within the range-band when high
accuracy is reg_uired.
The way radiant co-ordinates are derived from the
observed times of occurrence of peaks in meteor rate may
be seen from Figure 3.

This Figure represents a hori-

zontal projection of the intersection with the celestial
hemisphere of the planes in which meteor trails must lie
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in order to be detectable at the range concerned.

It

is the same as saying that meteors from a given radiant
are only detectable as the radiant passes through the
appropriate "collecting" plane.

For the easterly

directed antenna the collecting planes for echoes
detected near ranges of 300, 400 and 500 Km intersect
the celestial hemisphere in the lines NiB, N2S and N3S
respectively.

In reality the lines are narrow strips

due to the finite size of the range interval in which
echoes are counted (each "range-band" extended 50 Km on
either side of the nominal range, i.e. the range intervals were 100 Km wide) and to the spread in azimuth of
the antenna beam.
As a somewhat ideal example, the radiant 'A'will
first produce echoes in the 500 Km range-band of the
South of East antenna (at point 'a' in Figure 3), then
in its 400 Km

range~band

at a time which happens to

coincide with the meridian passage of the radiant in
this particular case (point

1

b').

Echoes will next

appear in the 500 Km range-band of the East antenna
(point

'c')

and almost at the same time in the 300 Km

range-band of the South of East antenna (point 'd').
And so on.

The important point is that the order of

appearance of echoes in the range-bands of the three
antennas will be quite different for radiant 'B', and
is a function of the radiant declination.

However, up

6

to quite high values of' declination, the order of appea,rance of echoes in the various range-bands associated
with a given antenna is always the same.

Also for radi-

ants passing further north than a few degrees of the
zenith, the peak echo rate in a given range-band from
the East antenna is always mid-,.way in time between the
peak rates in the same range-band from the other two
antennae.

These characteristics assist the recognition

of discrete meteor shower activity whenever it occurs,
but if the measured rates are low (less than about 15
per 12 minute interval in each 1 09 Km range-band) it must
be borne in mind that random fluctuations in echo rate
may cause small peaks to vanish entirely from some of the
rate curves.
For each range-band of the three antennas the
and the time of

time difference between peak echo

meridian passage (local transit) of any culminating
radiant have been calculated as a function of radiant
declination by using the theory already published (Keay,

1957).

A suitable computer program was developed in

o.rder to enable this co.nsiderable tas.k to be performed
on an IBM-1620 computer* •

The nine tables produced by

the computer are shown plotted in Figure 4, which is, in
effect, a cartesian projection

Fig11re 3, using decli-

nation and hour angle as co-ordinates.

*A sample of the output from the computer is presented in
Table 3, overleaf.
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TABLE OF AERIAL COLLECTING PLANE TRANSIT TIMES
COMPUTED FOR LATITUDE -43.62 DEGREES
AERIAL AZIMUTH (EAST) • 112.5 DEGREES
ECHO HEIGHT •

95.0 KILOMETERS

SLANT RANGE OF MEAN ECHO •
ELEVATION OF MEAN ECHO •
MAXIMUM DECLINATION •

SOO.O KILOMETERS
8.75 DEGREES

67.74 DEGREES

DECLINATION VALUE AT HORIZON •
DECL.

HOUR ANGLE
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

H 21.0
H 49.7
H 27.9
H 10.7
H 56.2
H 43.8
H 32.8
H 23.0

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

53
52
51
50

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

H 14.2
H 6.1
H 58.7
H 51.9
H 45.5
H 39.6
H ;4.0
H 28.8
H 23.9
H 19.2

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

49
40
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40

1 H 14.8
1 H 10.6
1 H 6.6
1 H 2.8
0 H 59.1
0 H 55.6
0 H 52.2
0 H 48.9
0 H 45.8
0 H 42.8

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

39

0 H 39.9 M
0 H 37.0 M
0 H 34.3 M
0 H 31.6 M
0 H 29.1 M
0 H 26.5 M
0 H 24.1 M
OH21.4M
0 H 19. M
OH17.1M

~I

6$
64
63
62
61
60
59
58

57

56

~~

38

J7
36
35
34
33

32
31

,30

25
24
23
22
21
20

0 H 14.9
0 H 12.7
0 H 10.6
0 H 8.5
0 H 6.5
0 H 4.4
0 H 2.5
0 H .5
-o H 1.3
-o H ,3.2

DECL.

HOUR ANGLE

29
28
27

26

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

DECL.

HOUR ANGLE

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

-31
-32
-3z
-3
-35
-36
-37
-38
-39
-40

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

H 34.4 M
H 36.7 M
H 49.1 M
H 1.6 M
H 44.1 M
H 46.7M
H 49.3 M
H 52.0 M
H 54.9 M
H 57.8M

. -o H 22.6 M
-o H 24.3 M
...OH25.9M
-o H 2 7.6 M
..o H 29.2 M
-o H 3U. 9 M
-o H 32.5 M
-o H 34.2 M

-41
-42
-4z
-4
-45

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2

H .8
H 4.v
H 7.2
H 10,6
H 14.1
H 17.8
H 21.6
H 25.6
H 24.8
H 3 .2

OECL.

HOUR ANGLE

19

-0 H 5.0
-0 H 6.9
-QH 8.7
-0 H 10.5
-0 H 12.3
...OH 14.0
-oH 15.8
-llH 17.5
-o H 19,2
-o H 20.9

16
17
16

15
14
13
12
1l

10
9

a
7

6

5

4
3

2
1
0
-1
-2

-so

o.z MMM

-51
-52

H ~9.1
H 42.
H 44.0
H 45.7
H 47.3
H 49.0
H 50.6
H 52.3
H 54.0

-9
-10
-11
-12

-o H 57. M

-6
-7

-a

-1.3

-14
-15
-16
-17
-18
-19
-20

-21
-22
-24
-2
-25

-26

-27
-28
-29
-30
DECL,

-46

-47
-48
-49

-0 H .35.8 M
...OH37.SM

-0
-0
-o
-0
-0
-0
-0
-o
-0

:1!...s

41.97 DEGREES

-o H

M
M
M
M
M
M
M

-o H 55.4 M

-o H 59.1 M
-1 H .9 M
-1 H 2.6 M
-1 H 4.4 M
-1 H 6.2 M
-1 H O.o M
-1 H 9.9 M
-1H11.7M
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
--1
-1
-1
-1

H 13.6
H 15.5
H 17.5
H 19.5
H 21.5
H 23.5
H 25.6
H 27.7
H 29.9
H 32.1

HOUR ANGLE

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

-s~

-5
-55
-56
-57

-so

-z9

- 0

-61
...62
:t4
-65
-66
-67

DECL.

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

-2 H t8.9 M

·-2 H 3.8 M
-2 H 49,0 M'

-2 H 54.6
-3 H • 5
-3 H 6.9
-3 H 13,7
-3 H 21. 1
-3 H 23.2
-3 H 3 .o

M
M
M.
M
M
M
M

-3 H 47.8 M
-l
H 58.8 M
- H 11.2 M
-4
-4
-5
-5

H 25.7
H 42.9
H 4.7
H 36.u

M
M
M
M

HOUR ANGLE

TABLE 3
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Preliminary Results
The system as a whole was in operation for

seyeral months during 1962 and early 1963.

In February

1963 the experiment was discontinued in order to commence a meteor survey (using omni-directional antennas)
which could not run simultaneously.

However", the

results from the preliminary period of operation indicate

th~

desirability of further work when the meteor

survey is completed.
During the experiment much valuable experience
was gained, particularly on the problems of displaying
the outputs of three receivers on a single cathode ray
tube"

Varying noise levels, particularly when man-made

interference was present on any one of the receivers,
were difficult to compensate for.

The preservation of

equal signal-to-noise ratios in each of the three outputs
was essential in view of the narrow dynamic range of the
cathode ray tube spot intensity and the requirement that
a single brilliance setting had to be correct for recording all three signals.

This, at present, is the weakest

link in the whole system •
One of the first occasions when the complete
triple-antenna system was operating successfully was
during July, i 962.

The partial rate cur•ves obtained on

July 25 are shown in Figure 5.

In each of the nine curves

the 6-Ag_uarid shower has produced a very prominent peak,

6
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allowing quite a good value to be obtained for its radiant position, as follows:
Right ascension

337.8° + 0.5°

Declination

-13.7

0

+

- 2.9

0

The peak in the partial rate curve for the 250 350 Km range interval from the North of East antenna was
incomplete because of a gap in the record due to a severe
burst of man-made interference.

Otherwise the peaks were·

quite clear and there is no doubt as to their identification.

None of the other peaks in these partial rate

curves are as prominent, except, perhaps, for the activity
from. the East antenna near 0800 hours.

However, there is

very little supporting activity from either of the other
two .antennas and no radiant can be determined for it.
This situation has proved to be surprisingly common in
this work, lending support to other evidence (Kaiser, 1961)
that meteor showers lose their identity and merge into
the sporadic background when large numbers of very faint
meteors are being detected.

The Pisces Australid, Southern

t-Aqu.arid, Oapricornid and Cetid showers have disappeared
in this way from the curves in Figure 5, even though they
are known to be active at that date.

At least two of them

(Pisces Australids and Oetids) were present in similar
records obtained at lower sensitivity, and hence lower
rate, on the same date in 1956.
The above situation is well illustrated bY the
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records obtained in early December, 1962, a time of the
year when several well known southern showers are active
(Ellyett, Keay, Roth and Bennett, 1 961).

The principal

two are the Velids and the Pup:pids, which, together with
the Librids and the Orionids, are marked on the partial
rate curves obtained during December 4 (Figure 6) and
December 5 (Figure 7).

Of the 72 times when a peak

should have been present fewer than five coincidences
were obtained..

Even when allowance is made for inaccur-

acies in the quoted radiant positions there are no clear
sequences of peaks (such as that for the
Figure 5) which reveal shower activity.

o-Aquarids in
Furthermore,

when the corresponding partial rate curves for each of
the two days are intercompared there is very little continuity between them, despite the fact that each of the
showers mentioned above lasts for several days.

It is

also noticeable that some of the sharper and-more prominent
peaks one day are replaced by dips in the curve on the next
day.
Only the gross characteristics of the partial rate
curves relate to one another or persist from day to day.
They are the gradual rise in rate from midnight to
approximately 0600 hours, the hollow centred near 0900
hours and the broad hump at around 1200-1300 hours
followed by the decline in rate towards the evening.

Such

a finding is consistent with the pattern which emerged from
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a year-long survey of' meteor activity in 1960.....,61:
broad helion and anti-helion peaks or groupings

the

the~

also

overshadowed almost all shower ~ctivity (Ellyett and Keay,
1963).

This is clearly shown by combining the daily

partial rate curves oyer a period of' one week, as has been
done in Figure 8.

Although each successive daily curve

was shifted four minutes to minimise the spreading of
peaks due to the shift in solar longitude, there is little
sign of peaks due to discrete meteor showers.

(The points

for each curve were smoothed in sliding groups of' three in
ord,er to reduce statistical fluctuations and show genuine
peaks of activity more clearly.)
In all of the curves shown in Figure 8 the two
di UI'nal peaks are evident and there is a third peak in at
least two of' the records obtained from the antenna directed
due east.

While the two principal peaks are not as sharp

as those in Figure 5, indicating less concentrated activity, the mean radiant positions have been calculated by
the method outlined earlier.
The co-ordinate.s obtained for the mean radiant of'
the early morning activity are
Right ascension

138.4

0

+

- 3.4

0
(

Declination

~0= 255°)

-44.2° : 8.7°

which definitely associates it with the well-known Velid
shower, as illustrated in Figure 9(a).

This radiant is

well removed from the vicinity of the ecliptic.

It is
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situated at an ecliptic latitude of -56

0

which suggests

that there may exist, for this part of the year at least,
a southern counterpart to the high inclination meteoric
activity observed from the northern hemisphere (Hawkins,
1963).
The midday peak of activity yields the co-ordinates
Right ascension

238.8° : 3.5°
( i\0 ;:::

-26 •. 4

Declination
for its mean radiant.

0

+

255°)

0

-12.4

This activity therefore originates

from the vicinity of the ecliptic, as revealed by Figure
9(b), and is very close to the Librid ra~iants found in
earlier work (Ellyet t, Keay, Roth, Bennett, 1 961 ) •
At the high rates of meteor detection obtained
with the present apparatus (total rates exceeding 1000 per
hour were g_uite usual during December 1962) it was found
that the small peaks in the daily partial rate curves
rarely coincided from day to day, yet the broad peaks
remained present.

In view of this fact it would appear

that each of the two mean radiant position obtained represents a centre of rapidly and constantly shifting activity.
Tbis type of behaviour has previously been observed in the
case of the Velid shower by Weiss (1960), who reports that
its radiant is very ill-defined.

In a series of obser-

vations from 1953 to 1960 (at lower echo rates than the
present work) recently collated by Ellyett and Roth ( 1964),
several centres of activity were found.

Two of the

strongest centres are plotted in Figure 9(a).

The con-
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servation exhibited by most of the small peaks in the
daily partial rate curves (which are unsmoothed) is,
however, quite high, which tends to suggest that the
activity occurs in sporadic bursts of a few hours duration from numerous radiants

scatt~red

around the mean

position.
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112.5° E.

7

FIGURE 1..

Plan view or antenna coverage. The outer curve
represents the horizontal radiation pattern or the FanBeam transmitting antenna, while the horizontal patterns
of the shaded.
three narrow-beam antennas used for reception are
shown
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TI•iple-channel display of echoes. These schematic
examples represent (A) an echo via Receiver 1 ~ (B) an echo
via Receiver 2, (C) a moderately long-duration echo via
Receiver 3, (D) a strong eob0 received by Receiver 2 with
weak returns via Receivers 1 and 3, (E) a relatively rare
type of echo for which the signal amplitude appears the
same from all three receivers.
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FIGURE 3.
Horizontal projection of celestial hemisphere.
showing the collecting planes for each of the three narrow
beam antennas.
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FIGURE 4.
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PART

B

THE MEASURE.MENT QF METEOR RATES

L·

A YEAR-LONG SURY§Y OF METEOR RATES

In 1958 it was decided to conduct a survey of' meteor
rates, and work commenced on the necessary equipment.

The

primary object of' the survey was to determine as accurately as possible the annual and diurnal variations in the
rate of' detection of' meteors in the southern hemisphere.
Such

inf'orm~tion

was badly needed to provide a comparison

with data gathered in the northern hemisphere.

For

example, the non-shower meteor activity observed in the
northern hemisphere reaches a maximum in the late northern

9).

summer months of' July, August and September (see Chapter
It was not known whether this was a terrestrial summer
ef'f'ect or whether it was brought about by the presence of'
a greater density of' meteoric matter along the earth's
orbit.
There was, theref'ore, a distinct need f'or meteor
rate data to be gathered oyer periods of' a year or more.

The equipment used f'or obtaining it had to satisf'y several
requirements, namely:

7
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(a)

Non-s~lectivity.

Ideally the detection threshold

for meteors from all radiants above the horizon should
be the same ..

There should be no latitude bias apart

from the normal horizon cut-off.
(b) Long...,.term :paramei;er constancy..

Ideally there should

be no change in equipment :performance over the entire
:period of observation.
(c) High sensitivity.

Neither of the above requirements

should be at the expense of sensitivity although low-gain
aerials are necessary to attain the greatest :possible nonselectivity.
Up to the commencement of the :present survey, no
meteor rate data satisfying these requirements was available from the southern hemisphere.

During 1960, however,

the results of some radar meteor observations made in
South Australia during 1957-58 were :published (Weiss and
Smith, 1960).

These results were obtained from equip-

ment :primarily designed for radiant measurements.

They

showed a :peak of activity during March, 1957, and suggested another :peak between December 1957 and April 1958.
This :pointed to a late summer :peak of activity but could
not be regarded as conclusive.
In the northern hemisphere a survey using equipment
satisfying the above requirements was commenced in 1957
(Neale, 1958), but results have only very recently been
tabulated and are not yet readily available (Millman, 1963).
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All available information concerning the diurnal
variation of meteor activity was also rather inconclusive.
Again, this was probably due to the general use of equipment designed for measuring radiants.

Such equipment is

intentionally selective in operation and the observe.d
diurnal variation in meteor rate is a function of the
aerial orientation.
Early Christchurch workt using radiant measuring
equipment, revealed that diurnal maxima occur at approximately 2 a.m .. and 10 a.m. local time throughout the year
(Ellyett and Keay, 1956).
10 per hour.

The meteor rate averaged only

There wa.s no sign of a maximum at 6 a.m.

loca;L time caused by meteors arriving from the apex of
the earth's way, which is the direction of influx of
meteors being swept up by the orbital motion of the earth.
This result was i;n contrast to that published by Lovell

(1954).

In his case the equipment was similar to that at

Christchurch, the average hourly meteor rate was the same,
but the 6 a.m. peak was as prominent as those at 2 a.m;.
and 10 a.m.
As well as the need to resolve this puzzling ihcon"""
sistency there was a desire to extend the det.ection
threshold as far as possible to include very small ,meteors,
·which, by virtue of their greater numbers, would eliminate
any random effects present in the low rate results.

7
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The Christchurch rate-measuring radar eg_ui:pment wa.s
designed with the above :points in mind.

It will now be

described.

7.1

Aerial System
The reg_uirement of non-selectivity dictated the use

of an omni-directional aerial system..

In azimuth this was

achieved by the use of two horizontal dipoles set and fed
at 90 degrees to one another.

This turnstile arrangement,

as it is calledt followed an earlier design by G.J. Fraser
(1954).

The original version was set 0.325 wavelengths

above the ground in order to give a vertical radiation
:pattern which kept the returned echo :power constant over
as great a range of elevation as :possible (ibid).

How-

ever, Fraser's original version had the disadvantage that
the feeder system was too close to the ground and susceptible to damage by grazing animals..

This has b.een overcome

by standing the dipoles on four lengths of 1 11 brass tubing,
each 0.75 wavelengths long, as shown in Figure 1.

This

enabled the reflector :plane to be in the form of a wire
mesh screen at a height of over six feet above the actual
ground level.

Support for the four lengths of brass tubing

was :provided by insulators mounted in the :plane of the
reflector screen.

The 480 ohm open wire feeaer was brought

in under the reflector screen.

7
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The vertical radiation pattern of' the aerial was
slightly modif'ied by the f'inite size of' the ground plane,
as may be seen f'rom Figure 2 which reveals a small lobe
a,t 20 degrees elevation.

Figure 2 is a plot of' power gain

as a f'uncti on of' elevation and was obtained by the balloon
technique described in Chapter 5..

The maximum power gain

(compared with an isotropic radiator) was f'ound to be
4.

at an elevation of' 60 degrees, which is very close

to the calculated maximum value of' 4.37 at 55 degrees elevation.
The minor lobe in the radiation pattern at 20
degrees elevation produces a small hump at 250 km in the
range distribution of' meteor echoes (Figure 3).

As a

rather· f'ortunate result of' this, the equipment response
f'unction is practically f'lat f'or a 40 degree spread of'
radiant elevations (see Figure

4,

Chapter 9).

At the .commencement of' the survey a single aerial
was in use but this proved inadequate due to trouble with
the common aerial transmit-receive switching.

The CV1507

spark-gaps used as switching devices had a very limited
lif'e and caused considerable trouble with the receiver.

By December, 1959, a duplicate aerial, f'ed directly f'rom
the transmitter, was in operation, and the original aerial
was used f'or reception only, thus eliminating the spark
gaps.

7
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Transmitter
A

G.L. Mark II radar transmitter was used.

modi~ied

An identical unit was kept on standby..

Whenever a

~ault

developed, an automatic transmitter controller designed by
R.G.T. Bennett (1953) made three attempts to restore ~ull
power.

I~

the

switched

o~~.

~ault

did not clear, the transmitter was

VeY'y little work was required to bring the

standby transmitter into operation and as a result the
time lost due to transmitter

~~

Receiver and

Displa~,

~ailure

was kept to a minimum.

etc.

The receiver has been adequately described in
Chapter 5.
The display console housea, an intensity modulated
cathode ray tube and its associated circuitry.

The

line sweep on the c.r.t. screen was photographed on
continuously moving

~ilm

reeord shown in Figure 14

and appeared the same as the
o~

Chapter 5, except that only

a single echo-dot spacing was required and the range
markers were spaced at 250 km intervals.

A clock and

detector current meter were also photographed at three
minute intervals.
The master control unit was substantially the same
as

~or

the triple-channel experiment.

7
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1·4

Equipment Performance
Throughout the survey the performance of the equip-

ment was continually monitored.

Although the experiment

started in July 1959, it was not until February 1960 that
the whole system was brought into acceptably reliable
operation and performance variations were conside:Ded to
be negligible.

Thereafter the experiment ran for a full

year until the end of January 1 961 •

During the year the

number of hours of observation ran as high as 99.4 percent
of the total hours in the month for one month and was
never lower than 80 percent..

The transmitter power

variations were held within four percent and the receiver
noise figure was always kept low enough for galactic
noise to limit the signal-to-noise ratio.

Man-made noise,

when it occurred, was the worst hazard and created more
gaps in the record than any other cause.

The actual steps

taken to maintain parameter constancy in the equipment
were given by Ellyett and Keay (1962) in a contract report •.
The relevant extract is reproduced in Appendix 2 ..
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FIGURE 1

----The omni-directional transmitting
aerial and elevated reflector screen
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8.

THE SURVEY RESULTS

The hourly values of meteor rate, for each day of
the

year~long

survey, are tabulated in monthly groups in

a paper by Ellyet t and Keay ( 1 963) ..
A chart of the meteor activity throughout the
whole year is given in Figure 1.

This shows the acti-

vity at any hour at any time of the year, and brings out
the very great rise in activity in late July and again in
early December.
suddenly.

The activity does not appear or disappear

The meteor rate over a period of weeks builds

up to the peak rate and dies away just as slowly.

The

significance of these peaks of meteor activity is discussed in Chapter 11 •
The peaks, however, only represent a fraction of
the total daily activity.

This is evident from the histo-

gram in Figure 2 which shows the average number of meteors
per day for each month of the survey year.
December peaks have increased the tot

The July and

daily activity

of those months above that of their neighbours by scarcely
ten per cent.
The annual vari

ion depicted by Figure 2 formed

the basis of the work described in the next chapter,
where it is shown that variations in the space density of
meteoric matter around the earth's orbit exert a smaller
influence on the observed meteor rates than the angle
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between the observing station and the apex of the earth's
way.

Figure 3 illustrates how this angle is greatest at

the vernal equinox and least at the autumnal equinox,
being relat

to the direction of the earth's axial tilt.

Figure 3 also indicates how the diurnal variation
in meteor rate arises.

Figure 4 shows the diurnal

variation averaged over the survey year,..
would be close to a pure sinewave

This curve

the radiants of

sporadic meteors were distributed isotropically oyer the
celestial sphere.

Such is not the case..

The survey

showed that the distribution is far from being isotropic
and varies from month to month as indicated by the
diurnal curves in Figures 5 (a)

and (b). These curves

were the basis of a study of the radiant distribution of
sporadic meteors which is described in Chapter 10 ..
Diurnal curves were also drawn for each third of
a month but in most cases the differences were not gl:'eat
enough to warrant extra analysis..

Only in the month of

July, when the largest peak of activity occurred, were
the differences at all large.

This is shown by Figure 6,

in which the rate in the early morning is very high in
the latter third of the month.

However, the three curves

coincide quite closely for several hours about the late
afternooA minimum.

This happened for all other months

as well, despite variations in rate during times of shower
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activity at night or in the early morning, and provided
independent confirmation that the

equipme~t

sensitivity

remained essentially constant.
Most of the more important results from the survey
were given in three published papers.
produced

These were first

contract reports, which is the format in which

they appear in the next three

chapters~
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9.

THE DISTRIBUTJON OF METEORS .AROUND TEE EARTH'S ORBIT

(This Chapter has. already been published with the
above title as a paper under my name.

It appeared in the

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Volume
1 26, :page 1 65, 1 963.)
In this chapter the variation of incident meteor
flux with solar longitude is determined and it is confirmed
that the spatial density of small-size (sixth magnitude)
meteoric matter is greater along the earth's orbit during
the latter half of, the year.

The comparison of results

from both hemispheres shows that at mid-latitude observing
stations this asymmetrical distribution has a smaller influence than the earth's axial tilt on the seasonal variation
in observed-meteor rate.

Taken together these effects

are found to account for most of the differences between
the results from both hemispheres.
The relative density of meteoric matter along the
earth's orbit was derived by a method adapted from the work
of Kaiser (3* ).

The successive steps in the derivation

are outlined schematically in a fold-out flow diagram
included as Figure 10 at the end of this chapter.
taken to check the validity of the method are

Steps

so indicated

in Figure 10.

*

The bracketed numbers in this chapter refer to a separate
bibliography at the end of the chapter.
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Introduction- The preliminary results end basic

d~ta

ot

a year-long survey or meteoric activity in the southern hemispher-e have recently been published ( 1 ,2). · It is the
purpose or this poper to diseuse the results more tully, with
port1cu1Br regttrd to the factors controlling the observed
dirnal and seasonal rate

v~r1nt1ons.

obtained during the survey is

The meteor rote data

pn~t1oularly

goou for such an

investigation, oa the hourly rates, eometitnes e1:oeedi.r.ag
200 per hour, are high enough to ensure that statistical

tluctuation$ 1n rote are very small.

aeoauHe oJ.' this, and the

maintenance or constant equipment sensitivity throughout the
whole survey, the true t•orm or the temporal variation .le
easily r•eoognised.
It has long been realised that the geometrical reletionehip between the observing station and the apex

or

the earth's

way is the main tactor controlling the diurnal variations 1n
meteor rate.

However there has been some uncertainty whether

the same rector also controls the seasonal variation or whether
meteor density varifltions around the earth's orbit exert a
greater degree of control.

This question has not until now

been properly resolved, mainly ror want of meteor rate data
or the t•Hqu1red accuracy trom both hemispheres, nl though the
large number of obeer•vot 1one mode 1n the northern hemisphere
may be combined to give an accurate curve tor tho seasonal
variation in that hemiephere.

9
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2 ..

In this paper the equipment sensitivity and consequent
magnitude distribution or the detected meteors will first be
diecuseedin order to establish the range ot meteo:ric partiole
. oizera tor which the conclusions will be valid.

The relation-

ship between radiant. elevation end echo rate, t•or t.he
azimuthally omni-direotionFtl aerials used, is next obtained.
This allows. the theoretical seasonal variation in echo rate
· to be calculated for

an,y

given radiant distribution model.

Comparison or the theoretical seasonal vax-iat1on with that
actually observed enables the apatial distribution or
meteoric material to be tound.
2.

;Eau1gme,nt SensJtiy&tg -

The minimwo detectable line

density, a.P, ot ionization in a meteor trail is related to
the system parameters by

(3,4)

a.P • 6.307 x 101 5 { i .

.

metre tor

v

L
CJTGR

. PR ( i

PT j

electrons per

( 1)

type echoes, which are thooe received when a.P
is lees than 2.4 x 1014 electrons peP metre.
deoa~

In equation (1) R is the alent range of the echo end
A is the wavelength used (4.31 m. tor the present eurvey)J
OT and G.R are the transmlttlng and receiving aerlal gains
respeotlvely; PR is the minimum detectable echo power and
PT ls the transmitted peak pulse power.

In the o&se wben the

9
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~·

polarisation or the incident wave ie transverse to the meteor
trail, echo enhancement due to plasma resonance

m~

occur,

reducing the value or ap by a factor or up to two (5)•
However, with the equipment sn.d aerial characterietice used

I

in the survey, the proportion ot decny type echoes exhibiting
significont enhancement is small enough tor the ettect to be
ignored.

This enhancement does not occur with persistent

echoes tor which the minimum deteotoble line

d~msity

is

given by
2
. :R
}
p

electrons per

(2)

T

metre which holds whenever ap is greater than 2.4 x 1014
electrons per metre.
For the equipment used the minimum detectable echo
power, PR' was determined experimentally, using artificial
echoes randomly distributed in time, range

~1d

amplitude (6).

The value ot PR adopted was that ot a oignal having a
probability ot detection.
the VAlue of

rR

9~

For echoes ot 0.25 second duration

was found to be 1.33 x 10-14 watto, wb1oh,

= 81 x

103 watts, yields a ratio ot received to
tranomitted power equal to 1.64 x 10-19 (188 db). Meteors

taking PT

will still be detectable below the adopted value or PR since
this value - oo:rreeponding to

90% detection probability -

9

1e approximately 8 db e.bove noise level; however the duration
of weak eoboes will certainly be less than 0.25 second
corresponding to a higher value of PR than that edopted.

These

two effects will tend to cancel each other, making the
adopted value ot PR a fairly reasonAble one.
For the survey the aerials used wer•e omni-directional
in t.zirnuth and the foetor R3/0TOR is a function only ot the
a~gle

of elevation,

Q,

it tho usual

ae~.umption

is made that

the me.teoric echoes are returned from a relatively thin layer

ot the upper atmosphere.

Thus we hove the geometrical .relation

(:S)
where r 0 is the. x•adius or the earth (taken eo 6370 Km) and h
is the mean height ot the echo layer above the earth.

The

value or h varies according to the size, speed and angle ot
incidence ot the meteors (7). but tor meteors ot the mass

an~

velocity range most commonly detected a value ot 95 Km is
suitable.
At an angle ot elevation,

e, ot 60° the value ot

R3/OTOR. is a minimum, leading to a minimum detectable :Line
density, a.P , e.qual to 2.80 x 1012 electrons per metre tor
0

deoey type echoes, as shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 1.
The maximum error 1na.P is lees than 20% provided the aesumpt-

9
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lone mnde eorlier are valid.
The zenithal radio magn1 tude or a meteor ia us'.tnlly

defined by the relation

(4)
where a.m in. the mn:ximum ?.en1thAl line denRlty
would

pt.. oduce 1r 1t

entePE~tl

meteot•a enterine the.

wh1o~

the meteor

the utmosnher•e ve!•t.icBlly.

otmospb~:n•e

at a zenith

nn~r.le,

For

'X , the

zenithal line danaity io given by

a.z. = a.m(Ooe X) - 1

( 5)

The values or a.P(6) shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 1.

:r:•epresent the limiting valuem of a.m•

ot a.z are obow.n

by the.· full

the right hnnd aide

or

curve.

The correaponding values
The ord1note ec ale on.

Fig. 1. shows the limitin..<J: volue

ot

the zenithal radio mogn1tude Ao a function or elevation when
uoed with the tull curve (the dotted curve will give the app-

9

arent radio magnitude.)
From Fig. 1· we see that the zenithal radio magnitude

ot tbe smallest meteor detected by the equipment was +8.2.
These aeteore were recorded at an elevation of 53°, corresponding to a range ot approximately 120 Km.
During the twelve months or the surver extensive mean•
urea were adopted (2) to ensure constancy or all equipment
parameters

·an4

the elimination or sensitivity verlatione

d~e

to external noise, both man-mAde and natural.
3• Htteor 'f!ioho p1gtrib9tS.on ut1on of the meteor echoes wae

The a'gg;rt)gate range 41st:rib•
determi:t~d

by

examining selected

samples ot the film records and reading the range ot each
echo by means of an interpolation scale based on the range
markers. The echoes were counted 1n range intervale or w14tb,
AR, equal to 10 Km, and the number

interval,
range, R.

~(R),

ot echoes per unit ranse

was obtained ae a tunotion ot the slant

This enabled the 418tr1but1on ot meteor echoes to

be round as a tunot1on ot elevation, e •
In a given time interval the total number of :recorded

echoes will be

L

"a(R) dR •

(6)

where 9 1e the angle ot elevation.

Accepting the ""usumpt1on

N •

9

7l 09
that the echoes originate from a relativel1 thin layer at a
he1Sht or 95 Km, it is valid to use the relation between R aDd.

e given b7 equation

(3) to yield the expression

<7>
Now dN •

~(R)

dR • n9 ( 9) dQ for- eohoes returned from an
elemental annuler volume of the echo layer, so we ma7 write

(8)

Tbe computed elevation distribution of meteor eohoee ie
plotted 1n Fig. 2, which reveals thet a minor lobe at 20 deareee
elevation in the vertical radiation pattern or the omnidirec)tional· aerial exerts a marked ettect on the diatribut.lon.
B3 oomb1n1ng the elevation distribution 1n Fig. 2 with
the

eq~ipment

sensitivity function 1n Fig. 1, the magnitude

41etribut1on of recorded meteor echoes

m~

be derived. The usual

assumption is made that the number of !ncldent meteors, dN, wttb
zenithal radio magnitudes between M and II

+

dl ia given

b~

the

incremental law
(9)

where C ia a constant defining the meteor tlux end a is the ratio

ot increase 1n the number ot meteors between rnagn1 tudes M and

9

11 0
a.
M + 1.
ove~

(3,9)

The value ot a appears to be closely equal to 2.,

most ot the range·ot meteor magnitudes encountered in the

Integrating equation ( 9) tro1n M = -

co

to U leads to the

~'elation

(10)
where N (M) 1a the total nwnbex-

ot meteors brighter than mag-

nitude M.
For the equipment used; Fi&h 1 fields the limiting value

ot U as a tunot1on ot elevation angle,
. interval 69

w~

e,

and to.r a small

hove
N (M 9 ) •

·o

Me

!iii" a

·
• n9 (e)

(11)

where n9(e) is the distribution tunotion shown in Fig. 2.
It follows that the magnitude distribution tunctton
"y(ll), or 1n other worda the number ot meteors per• unit

aap.ltude interval detected between the elevation limits

e1(u) and e2(M), 1s

given~

ny(Y)

= lna

U-14 0

· n 9 (e) a

dQ

( 12)

e (u)
1

9

111
Which

m~

be evaluated numerically.

Tho result 1s shown in

Pig. 3• Which reveale that meteors ot zenithal radio magnitude +6.2. were those moat frequently recorded by the equipment.

In the above derivation no account was taken ot the
change 1n detection oharaoterietica ot meteors at the
transition between decay and persistent-type echoes.

This

wlll not, however• alter the value obtatne4 tor the magnitude
ot the most frequently recorded meteor since the number of
meteors is l"'eletively small at and beyond the transition
point.

4· Th'

1ntlutno' gt £tdieet

slexe$&on

on !obo ta~s -

When

w14e aperture omni-dil"eotlonal aerials are US$d tor the
detection ot meteor echoes the echo rate from a given
radiant po1nt at any moment is a tunotion ot the radiant
elevation and the rate will vary diurnally to a manner depend,
1ng on the declination.

or

the radiant.

The tunotional relation

between radiant elevation and echo rate must be known in order
to derive intormfition on radiant diatJ.•ibution trom observed
eoho rates.

For the equipment used this equipment response

tunotion waa obtained by making uee ot Kaiser's graphical
method (3). Normalized meteor sensitivity contours
/~

constant p • e1p

o~

tor the dual omn1-d1rectional'aer1al

0

system (comprising identical but separate transmitting and
receiving aerials) were drawn on a plone projection ot the

9

11 2
10.
eoho layer at 95 Km height.

Echo lines, each representing the tntereection of the
eoho layer and the plane through the

obee~ing

station normal

to the radiant direct.ion, were d.re.wn on the above projection
tor various values

or

radiant zenith distance.

ot echo production is such
zenith dletnnoe

ot

9 •

x0 ).

x0

t~at

(The geometr,r

echoes from a radiant at a

are received at elevntions up to a maximum

The sensitivity factor may be determined at all

pointe along a given echo line and the total rate N(x 0 ) over

all values of range may be obtained by numerical integration

t:r.om Kaiser' e equat1 on
( 1.3)

where F is a runotion depending on the atmospheric scale height
at 9.5 Xm and on the 1ntlux ot meteors producing maximum line
dena1t1es greater than a.P

The rate :f'e.otor f' 1 (x 0 ,s) has been
calculated by Kaiser (3) as a fUnction or x0 tor various vnlues
•

0

of s (the meteor mass distribution exponent).

a

=1

+ 2.5 los;10a, the chosen value ot a

~:

Since

2,.5 gives a

=2

Which considerably simplifies the numerical integration.

'!'he resulting equipment reeponee f'w.lct1on is shown i,n Fig. 4•
The vnl1d1dty of this method nnd the

~~eult

1t gives has

been independently checked by evaluating the integral in

9

11 3

11.
equation (13) along the appropriate intercept or the echo
line in order to

obt~in

the echo rate as a tunction ·ot elev-

ation tor radiants at various zenith angles.
set

or

The resulting

functions may be summed to give a theoretical curve

tor the eoho elevation distribution n9 (Q) depending on the
assumed radiant distribution. A VAriety ot estimntea tor
the latter distribution lead to theoretical curves for n 9 (e)
which are very close to that or Fig. 2.

5. §pora41s Meteor ijBdiAQt Modelp

~

In order to use the fore-

going result. to compute the spatial vari@tion in the density

ot meteoric matter around the eartb'e orbit :f.'rom the oboerved
annual variation 1n echo rate it is necesoar.y to adopt a model

tor the averege distribution or sporadic meteor radiants.

lt

hae generally been assumed that the distribution is symmetrical
about the ecliptic and it ia well recognised that the radiants
are maln.ly

concentrated in three t'airly distinct groupings

along the ecliptic:

one at the apex of the earth's way end

two· at points about 60 degrees in eolipt1o longitude on the
helion and anti-helion sides

or

the npox (10,11,12).

Davies

and Gill, 1n their paper (12)• present evidence or a turtber
group

ot radiants in the direction ot the apex, but 1nol1ned

to the ecliptic plane at angles close to + 60 degrees.

This

group does not seem as large as the other three and the
existence of a similar group at a high southerly inclination
has yet to be demonstrated.

9

. 114
12.
To assist oaloulations the sporadic meteor radiant
distribution is usually approximated b,- a s1mpl1t1ed model
cons1st1ng ot three p.o1nt-red1ente ot equal strength
superimposed on a uniform baokgt"ound.

l!eeks and James (1.:5)

have produced clear evidenoe that predictions obtained using
such a model agree well with the observed diurnal variation of

forward· scatter meteor rates throughout the year.
results obtained by Davies and Gill suggest
aroup1ns; is veoker than the other two.

th~lt

However the

the apex

Also, Weiss and Sm1 th

(14) find, :tram reaulta obtained 1n Australia, that the apex
grouping is the least concentrated.

These results aro

eupported b¥ the results from an analysis ot the average hourlJ
•eteor rate curves obtained durina eaoh month ot the present

eu.wey. The contributions to the echo rate bJ the be lion
grouping averaged 2.1 times those trom the apex grouping, the
ratio varying from

o.S

to '!a7 during the twelve mcnt.ba

survey. Likewise, the oontributiona

or

the

by the ant1-helion

srouplng averaged 2.1 times those :from the apex groupiq, the

ratio varying trom 1.1 to 4.0 during the survey.

(.A detailed

41soues1on of these results is 1n preparation.)

The standard model adopted here, therefore. oonsiats

ot a belion source ot strength two units at ~ • ~. ~ 30°, an
apex aouroe of stren&rth one unit at ). • ).e ... 90° and an ants.-

heli.on aourc«t ot strength two units at A. •

>.e ... 150°; the

three being superimposed. on a continuous backgrowld

or

9

integrated strength one unit.
It should, perhaps, be remarked that the above source
distribution applies only to meteors detected by radio methode,
which greatly favour those meteors having geocentric velocities
1n exoeoe ot 15 to 20 Km/seo. When very slow meteors (with,
velooltlee Mt\r to the earth's escape velooi ty) enter the earth's
atmosphere their angle of entry gives no direct information ae
to their previous path through space (15).

The number of slow

meteors detected during the survey is believed to be very small

on account ot their low ionizing efticienoies.
6. %laP d1ptr1b\Jl1op of ;eteox:&g !Dilitr1aul.R£9UOO tot SU!§Il'l

or)&t -

By comparing the observed meteor rates with those

oalouleted assuming a constant density ot meteors along the

earth's orbit it is possible to arrive at the true deneitJ
distribution. The monthly values of the aver9ge hourly meteor
echo rate between 0400 and 0800 hours L .,T., talten from the
survey (2) and shown in Ftg. 5, were chosen tor the

compar~son

since almost all sources of sporadic meteors are then contri'buttns to the observed echo rate.

No allowance has been made

tor the presence of shower meteors because of the d1fticult1eo
in i4entif,J1ng them. When w1de aperture aerial systems are
used, as 1n the present survey, U1e ratio ot shower to sporadic
rates ie greatly decreased and the need to subtract the
shower contribution trom the total rate is therefore lessened.

9

Also, it has been tound that taint shower meteors ore in

aQJ

case swamped by the sporadic background (9)•

In deriving the theoretical echo rate the sporadic
meteor radiant dietribut1on model ot the previous eeatian
was employed, with the helion,

ape~

and anti-helion eouroee

kept constant in intensity tbrougno"t the
v~iation

1n

yea~.

The annual

rate thus dependa solely on .the elevations ot the

three oontributinS aourcee in the manner given bf tbe
equipment response tunction derived 1n section
.in8 theoretical echo rate is ehown in Pia•
curve. which baa

bee~

4• the result-

5· by the dashed

aoaled to match the mean value ot tbe

observed echo rate.
!he ratio ot the observed/theoretical values, 1ndlco.t1ng

the relative density ot meteoric matter around the eartb'e
orbit, ie shown in Fig. 6, together with the results obtained
in Auetralla by Weiea ( 16) and the Northern Hemisphere

telescopic meteor observations reported by Xrea.kova and
Xres&k: (17).
4e~Jved

The close agreement between these results,

trom observations made at difference periods, oont1rme

that a real

exists in the spatial distribution ot

asnymm~try

meteoric material.

~!w

month ot Auguet until

inoreaaed meteor

t~e

intlu~

trom the

end ot the year agrees with similar

tendencies noticed by aome ot the early visual and radar
workers.. The New Zealand rru'lar Naul ta in Figure 6 show that
the influx during tb.e second halt ot the yew. ·is some 42 percent

9

11 7

15·
sreate• than during the tlrat

~lt.

Howeve• there is an apparent dlsasreement between
the ebove results and those obtained at Jodrell Bank by
Hawkins (18),

eo

obtains a maximum apace density or meteors

along the earth's orbit between April and August.

Hawkins'

result correlates fairly well with the cometary 1n4ex, which
is proportional to the number or comets approaching close to
the earth throughout the year. The disagreement mny be resolved
it it is assumed that cometary material and the larger meteore

(lrb.S.ch predoml.D.ated at the low rates recorded in the JOdrell
Bank eurvey discussed by Hawkins) are

41str1b~ted

around

the earth's orbit in • ditfereat manntu• trom the smaller

•

particles d.eteoted by the throe surveys represented in Pig. 6 •

7• TbR

'ID§QDal Jpr&at1Ra 1A metpor ggho ra!; •

The seasonal

variation in the dally intlux ot meteors has been extensively

Referee' a oomment 1 .An alternAtive explcmation tor Hawk1ne•

results may be that his data

~re

contaminated by

m~teors

trom the summer daytime streams, especially ar' his meteors

were rather brighter than those of the present survey, and
were observed with an equipment designed to favour shower as
asdnot sporadic meteors.

Even after eubtractin.g obvi'ous shower

meteoro, those observed 1n side-lobes may have made a significant
contribution in Hawkins• observations.

9

inVestigated 1n the Northern Hemisphere by a variety ot
methods.

neeulta obtained trom radar beok scatter, (18,19,20),

torwar4 eoatter (21) telescopic (17) and visual (22) observBtione are shown in P'ig. 7, which emphasizes the close
between .the verlous methode.· C>t

.obset~nt ion.

egroem~t

When the average

ot these. results is taken (as scaled .in Pig. 7•) and compared
with the Southern

Ho~iePbere

seasonal variation ae revealed

b7 the prea(ent survey it is at onoe apparent that the form ot
the curves 1e almost identical and that they are oomplt;.t ely out

ot phase (Pta• 8), tbue proving that the tilt ot the earth's
axis ia one major faotor controlling the aeasonal variation in
aaeteor rate.

The lllt1tudee at which the NoPthern Hemisphere observations were made paoge t~om about 35~ to 52~, ~!ch oomparet
with the latitude ot 4.3i 0 s at Ohrtetohuroh, New Zeale.rul, where

the present eurve7 was conducted.

The two curves 1n Fig.

a.'

should therefore be equal in the extent ot their amplitude

vs.:riation it the seasonal variation due to the tilt ot the
earth•s axis is the sole controlling tnotor.

This is not

&OJ

and the difteJ11once may be attributed to the increased meteor
densit7 encountered by the earth
Jeer.

dur~ns

the letter halt or the

As a result the amplitude ot the sefwonal val"tnt1on in

ie enhanced and 1n the Southern it is

the Northern

Hem1sph!~re

d1m1niebed.

Tbie also accounts tor the time displacement ot

9
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1 7.

five months, rather than six months, between the two curves.
The combined effect of the earth's axial tilt and the
asymmetrical meteor distribution along the earth's orbit
also influences the form of the diurnal meteor rate curves
throughout the year.

The extreme values of the daily minimum

rate in the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 9) are found to occur
about one month earlier than they would if the tilt of the
earth's axis was the only controlling factor.
8.

Conclusions

The value of meteor rate data obtained

at constant sensitivity over a period of one year has been
demonstrated.

It has, as a

result~

proved possible to

isolate the major factors responsible for the temporal variations in observed echo rate.

Using the above results as a

datum and employing the same radiant model it will now be
possible to investigate the

year-b~-year

variations, if any,

in the distribution of meteoric material along the earth's
orbit.
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1 o.

THE ANNUAL VARIATION IN THE RADIANT DISTRIBUTION OF
SPC>R.ADIC MNrEORS

(This chapter has already· been published with the
above title as a paper under my name.

It appeared in the

Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics, Volume 25,
page 507, 1 963.)
In this chapter the monthly curves of the diurnal
variation in meteor rate obtained during the rate survey
are analysed to confirm the northern hemisphere result
that the strengths of the helion, apex and antihelion
sources of sporadic meteor activity are in the ratio 2:1 :2
when averaged over a whole year"

During the year the

helion and antihe1ion source strengths vary from 0 .. 8 to
4.;0 times that of the apex.
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INTRODUCTION

In the course of a year-long survey of meteoric
activity dui•ing 1 960-61 data of

gh

c~uali ty

was obtained

with much intrinsic information concerning the distribution
of meteors
orbit.

the region of space traced out by the earth's

The resu.lts

the survey have been fully :r'e:ported

by ELLYETT and KEU~Y (1961 ~ 1963).

( 1963) has confirmed that the cLensi

Using these results KEAY
meteors around

the earth's orbit is e;reater in the secom1 half' of' the year ..
This fact 9 combined with the seasonal ef'fects of the axial
tilt of the earth, satisfactorily explains the main features
of' the observed annual and diurnal variations in meteoric
activity.
In this :paper tl1e survey results mentioned above
have been further analyf:ied to shorr that although the three
recognised ecliptic concentrations o:C sporadic meteor radiants
aPe always present their Pelative strengths vary considerably
throughout the year.
SPORADIC METEOR RADIANT DISTRIBUTION MODEL
In recent

ars it has been definitely established

that the radiants of spoTadic meteors tend to be clustered
into three major gro

ings along the ecliptic.

of observations made between 1930

On the basis

1949 by visual observers

organised by the British Astronomical Association, PRENTICE
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and HAWKINS (1953 and 1
of

) have shown how the distribution

c meteor radiants in

concentrated on the
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ecli~tic

lati

ecli~tic

is sharply

itself 9 while the distribution

in ecliptic longi tucle shows two prominent peaks, one at the
apex of the earth's way and one near the anti-he lion :point.
Daylight naturally prevented the visual observation of any
peak within about 60 de

of the sun's position.

J.;. detailed analysis by HAWKINS ( 1956 a 9 b) of radar
observations of sporadic meteors obtained between 1949 and

1 951 conf'il"'med the visual l"'esul t and

sclosed a third radiant

grouping located near the helion point.

Subs

triple-

station radar measu1--:ements by DLVIES and GILL ( 1960) of the
orbits of sporadic meteors 9 and radar observations by WEISS
and SMITH ( 1 960) using equipment
HAWIGNS? have

stantiated

lar to the, t used by
:previous findings.

J~l

of

these workers are in agreement that three major gro1J..l)ings of
radiants exist but

is some disagreement as to the

relative strengths of the groupings.

It

generally agreed

that the apex groupine; is much less compact than the other
two, a result to be expected since the apparent concentration
of radiants near

apex is a consequence of

ef'fect brought about by the earth's orbit
In the light

streaming

motion,

these results it is clear that a

radiant distribution model cons

ting of three discrete

independent sources superimposed on a uniform background
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would represent a simple approximation to the observed meteor
I'adiant di stri butio:n.

Such an approximation has been used

quite effectively by MEEKS and JAMES (1959) in their predictions of the monthly variations in mean echo rate
in f'orwal"d scatter communication links.

ob~erved

When used with the

results of' the Christchul"Ch survey, in which ver•y low
resolution aerial systems were employed 9 a o.iscrete-source
approximation yields even better concol"'d between the computed
and observed echo rates.
In the published X'esul-Gs there is agreement that
the helion and ru1ti-helion sources are located between 60
and 70 degrees in ecliptic longitude on their respective
sides of the apex of the earth's way.

The obliquity of' the

ecliptic (23.45°) is such that 65 degrees in ecliptic longitude is equivalent to 65 degrees in

ght ascension to

within ±. 3 percent P depending on season.

It would therefore

be legitimate for the pur:pose of th:Ls paper to treat these
coordinates as equivalent and assume the helion and antihelion sources to be located at a fixed hour-angle on either
side of' the apex position..

In order to simplify calculations

this difference in hour angle was

tw~en

to be exactly four

hours in each case; or 9 in other words 9 the local mean time
of' meridian transit of the anti-helion source was taken to
be 0200 hours 9 the apex source 0600 hours and the helion
source iOOO hours.
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SYNTHESIZED DIURNAL

R~'..TE

CURVES

The aerial system employed during the survey was
orrmi-directional in azimuth and its verti
:pattern was l{nown.

radiation

This enabled the equipment response to

be determined as a simple function of the elevation of' a
radiant

(Y~1Yp

1963).

The diurnal variation in meteor rate

can therefore be calculated for any given radiant distribution.
The triple-source radiant distribution model defined
in the previous section leads to diurnal rate curves (averaged
on a monthly basis) vvhich are very close to those actually
observed 9 provided the relative strene;ths of the three
sources a:c"e adjusted for best fit.

The contributions from

the sources are acWed to the backgx'ouncL level de1"ined by the
minimum value o:f the observed Cl.iurnal rate curve.

The minimum

always occurs close to 1800 hours L.T. at the time of transit
of the antapex when all three moc1el sources are below the
horizon and therefore not contributing to the echo rate.
Typical results are shown in Fig. 1., in which the rates
calculated from the model clistrihution are drawn as histograms
and the measured hourly rates (centred on
shown as connected dots.

half-hour) are

The calculated rates for May and

September shovv close agreement with the measured rates.
This was also the case foP the months of February, J.:.Qril 11 June
and October,
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The histogram for July is the extreme example of

·~he

inadequacy of the simple triple-source radiant model to cope
with a situation YJhere meteox's are incident :from a complex of
radiants not coincident with any of the three source positions
defined for the model.

Smaller clisc:t'epancies o1, a similar

nature were obtained vvi th the diurnal :rates calculated for the
months of' March and .l..ugust.
A different situation is exemplified by the histogram
:for December.

Here it is the positions as vvell as the strengths

of the model sources which need s.djustment in order to obtain
best fit·to the measured rate values.

The anti-helion source

evidently culminates somewhat earlier during December ·while
the apex maximum appears to be delayed by the presence of
meteoric activity which the simple model cannot encompass.
The curves :for November and January show a similar 9 but smaller
degree of source misalignment.
During the year two very pronounced peaks of
meteoric activity occur, one at the end of July and the other•
in December (ELLYET 1r and KCAY? 1963) ~ and it was :for these
two months that the synthesized rate curves (histograms)
were the worst appl'"'oximc:,tions to the observed di'lrnal curves.
Even so the values obtainec1 :for the source strengths at
these times woulc1 never be ElOI'e than 30 percent in error
except for a possible uno.erestimate af 40 percent for the
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anti-helion source in July and i,.ugust (see Fig. 2) if' the
intense meteor show·ers then present a:::ce included in the antihelion source contribution •
.LNl\lU.l;L Vl...RIL.TION OF SOURCE STRE..NGTHS

The source strengths

v~1ich

yield best fit between

the synthesized rates and those actually obs
during the year.

vary greatly

The mean source strengths for each calendar

month are plotted in arbitrary units in Fig. 2 and the amounts
by which the source strengths can be var•ied wht

still

maintaining a reasonably gooct i'i t aPe indicated by the upper
and lower limits,.
The variation in strength

the apex source follows

the same pattern as the ah'eady established annual variation
in the number

sporadic meteors encountered by the earth

(KE.h.Y, 1963), but~ having a maximum to minimum strength ratio
of four to onell it is twice as accentuatecl.

'rhis is readily

explained when it is remembered that measurements of the
annual variation of sporadic meteor inf'lux includes the
helion and anti-helion contributions as vve

as those

associated with the apex.
The variation in strength of the anti-helion source
f'ollm;,rs a fairly similai' pattern, in marked contrast to that
of' the

lion source which stays remarkably constant in

strength throughout the year.

1-:.s a I'esult the anti-helion
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source is predominant during the latter months or the year
while the helion source :predominates rrom March until June.
This helps to ex.Qlain the observed variations in the
time or the daily maximum in the sporadic meteor rate thl"'oughout the year.

The Jodrell Bank radar results

~uoted

by

LOVELL (1957) eJdLibited a daily maximum which occurred
between 0330 and 0800 honrs L.T.
plot in Fig. 3.

9

as shown by the middle

The Chl"'istchul"Ch results, on the other hcmd 9

usually exhibited two distinct p
other arter ~ 0600 hours L. T.

; one berore, and the

Fig. 3 reveals that each set

or results follows the same trend.

From March to June

v~rhen

the helion source :predominates ancl the anti-helion source is
at its weakest the :peaks occur later in the

morning~

and

towards the end or the year when the anti-helion source is
very strong the peaks are displaced earlier.

RATIOS OF SOURCE STRENGTHS
From Fig. 2 it is clear that the relative contributions rrom each or the thl"'ee sources varies considerably
throughout the year.

The r·atios o:e

source strengths

ref'er·red to the strength or the apex source are shovm on a
logarithmic scale in Fig. 4 fr•om which it may be seen that
both the he lion/apex and anti-helion/ apex ratios a vex• age
close to 2 over a full year.

This is in excellent agreement

with the northern hemisphere results obtained by DAVIES and
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GILL ( 1960).

results

Ho"li7eveP the month-by-month agx>eement with the

DAVIES and GILIJ is not at all good, possibly

because of the fact that their equipment Yvas operated f'or
only 24 houx>s in each month.
In both northex>n anc1 southePn hemisphere Pesul ts

the anti-helion soul"Ce val"'ies more than the other two throughout the year although the maximum values occur six months
c:;_part in the two sets of results.

This disagreement mus-t

be due to an observational effect not being properly allowed
for in one or possibly both sets o:f res1..1_l ts ~

Since a fairly

low proportion of' the meteors observed by DAVIES and GILL
v1ere identified as shower meteors it seems surpr•ising that
they recorded their highest rates during

May~

June and July

when, according to data from both hemispheres (KEAY 11 1963),
the relative number of' meteors encountered by the earth is
low.

Nor may their result be

lained as an effect due to

the axial tilt of the earth which leads to maximum rates
during September in the no1,thern hemisphere.
FURTHER WORK
The foregoing I'emarks show that while the main
features of the radiant distribution of sporadic meteors are
clear there remains some disagreement concerning the annual
variation in the distribution.

Since this is o:f considerable

astronomical interest it would be worthvlhile to clarif'y the

10
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situation by examining other suitable meteor data such as
that accumulated during the operation of communication links
uti

sing meteor forward scatter propagation.

Had MEEKS and

JAMES attempted to obtain best fit between their calculated
rates and those measured over the various communication
paths considered, they would have obtained the annual variation in each of the three model sources.

Alternatively it

is possible that other sufficiently consistent meteor data
exists which could be analysed to yield the annual source
variations.
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SIGIUFICANCE OF THE PEAK METEOR RATE.§.
(This chapter has been published with the title

"Some Salient Features of' the Occurrence of' Meteors".
It appeared under my name in the Astronomical Journal;
Volume 69, page 98, February 1964.)
In this chapter the results of' the meteor rate
survey are compared with meteor data obtained by visual
and photographic methods in other countries.

A consider-

able mea.sure of' detailed agreement is revealed.

It is

quite apparent that there exist two or more distinct,
large....,scale associations of' meteoroids encountered by
the earth during the year.

The implications of' the

existence of these associations are discussed, including
estimates of' their ages.
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1.

INTRODUCTION:
From a

ion near Christchurch, New Zealand,

(lat. 431°s) a year-long survey of meteor activity has
been undertaken us

monopulse radar techniques at a

frequency of 69.5 Me (Ellyett and Keay, 1963).
gain aerials, omni

Low

rectional in azimuth, were employed

with the intention of detecting meteors from all
radiants above the horizon and not favouring only those
culminating near the zenith, which
narrow beam ae

a danger when

are employed (Keay and Ellyett, 1961).

The survey data embraces over 700,000 meteors, their
rate of detection b
three-minute int

measured by t

counts over

s.

During the

riod covered by

survey, from

February 1960 to January 1961 inclusive, the equipment
sensitivity and other parameters were

as constant

as possible in order that meaningful information would
be obtained.on the diurnal and seasonal variations in
meteor activity.

As a result it has been confirmed that

the earth's axial tilt exerts a dominant influence on
the seasonal variation in meteor rate, but that there
is definitely a

er influx of

-size (sixth

magnitude) meteoric matter during the latter half of the
year (Keay, 1963a).

Also, the annual variation in the
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diurnal rate curve has yielded some information on the
distribution of radiants, and hence orbits 9 of the bulk
of these small meteoric particles (Keay, 1963b).
It is the purpose of this paper to compare these
and further results of the Christchurch survey with
other available meteor data.

2.

COMPARISON OF RADAR AND VISUAL OBSERVATIONS:
Observations made by hundreds of visual obser-

vers during the years from 1901 to 1958 inclusive have
been used by Olivier (1960) to compile tables of the
average hourly rates of visual meteors for each night
of the year.

These observations were not confined to

the northern hemisphere (an appreciable fraction originating from southern hemisphere observers) which
suggests that the rates should give a good indication
of the true variation in visual meteor activity throughout the year.
From Olivier's tables a contour map has been
drawn (Fig. 1 a) showing the average hourly meteor rate
as a function of hour of day and time of year.

When

constructing the map, point values were found by taking,
for each hour of the day, mean values of the average
rate at intervals of a third of a month.

Contours were
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then drawn at intervals representing rate increments or

5 meteors per hour.

Because of daylight conditions, no

rates could be obtained for the region outside the
dotted boundaries.
Radar hourly meteor rates obtained by Ellyett
and Keay are shown in Figure 1 b, which covers the same
diurnal period as Figure 1 a except that two hours have
been added in order to include the December peak or
morning activity.
The similarity between the two maps is indeed
striking~

to say the

st.

Not only are the two great

peaks of meteor activity in July-August and in December
common to both, but some of the seemingly minor details
have their counterparts.

This is all the more surpris-

ing when it is remembered that Figure 1 a

represents

meteor activity averaged over a period or nearly sixty
years, whereas Figure 1 b was obtained from one year of
radar observations.

It would seem to indicate that

there is little change in the overall pattern of meteor
activity from year to year.
There is, however,

~uite

a noticeable tendency

ror• the peak radar rates to occur a few weeks earlier
than the corresponding peaks of visual activity, thus
confirming an effect first reported by Lindblad (1952)
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who f'ound evidence indicating that f'aint radio meteors
of' the o-Aq_uarid st:;:>eam are observed at an earlier date
than the bright photographic meteors.

According to

Watson (1956) visual observers record the greatest
number of' meteors at the third and f'ourth magnitudes.
On the other hand, the meteors most commonly detected
by radar during the Christchurch survey were of' zenithal
radio magnitude +6.2, while the smallest detectable
meteors were two magnitudes f'ainter (Keay, 1963a).

If'

an average meteor velocity of' 40 Km/sec is taken, the
zenithal radio magnitude of' a meteor is close to its
absolute visual magnitude, so we may say that the
meteor population represented by Figure 1 b

is about 3

magnitudes f'ainter than that of' Figure 1 a •
The displacement of' the peaks in Figure 1 is
thus accounted f'or, since there exist several dispersive
eff'ects (summarized by Lovell, 1954) which act dif'f'erentially on meteoroids of' various sizes.

The most

powerf'ul of' these is the well-known Poynting-Robertson
eff'ect which causes the smallest meteoric particles to
spiral most rapidly into the sun.

Also, Whipple (1955)

and Kresak (1960) have shown that ablative sputtering
by the solar wind gradually reduces the size of' all
meteoroids and acts in a similar manner to the Poynting-
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Robertson effect.

Such effects force bright and faint

meteors to separate and travel in different orbits, as
found by Davies and Gill (1960) who have shown that a
difference of three magnitudes can make a very great
difference in the distribution of the reciprocal semimajor axes of meteor orbits:

the brighter meteors

being in noticeably larger orbits.
There is also a small diurnal displacement in
the peaks between Figure 1 a

and 1 b •

It is most

obvious for the main December peak which occurs between

4 and 5 hours local time for visual meteors and at 7
hours local time for radar meteors.

The difference is

probably attributable to the fact that this is really a
daytime peak which visual observers cannot fully observe
because of the onset of daylight.

This also appears to

be true of a smaller peak in the month of May.

Apart

from these two peaks, the diurnal displacement is insignificant.

3.

COMPARISON OF RADAR AND PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS:
Despite the large number of photographic meteor

observations which have been made in recent years,
especially by the Harvard group, there exists insufficient data with which to construct a map of activity

11
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similar to Figure 1 •

However, the photographic data is

of such high accuracy that any comparison with the radar
survey results should be revealing.
The distribution of longitude of perihelion for
meteors is of considerable cosmological importance.
Being relat

to the time of encounter with the earth

at one of the nodal crossings, this di
deduced from
only those

ribution can be

radar data, provided that we consider
ors which move in direct orbits of low

inclination to the ecliptic.
far the majority, as

ev~denced

Fortunately these are by
by the work of Hawkins

(1956) and Davies and Gill (1960), who have also shown
that such meteors tend to originate from two pronounced
radiant groupings situated close to the ecliptic about
65 degrees in longitude either side of the apex of the
earth's way.

These are often referred to as the helion

and anti-helion sources.

The seasonal variation in

strength of these two sources has been derived from the
radar survey data (Keay 1963b) and is shown.in Figure 2.
From March to June the helion source is the stronger,
while the anti-helion source predominates from September
to December, implying a distinctly

sotropic distri-

bution of orbit perihelia around the sun.
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In the absence of any readily available data
relating numbers of observed meteors and the difference
in ecliptic longitude between their perihelia and point
of interception by the earth, this relationship had to
be inferred from other observational data 9 namely:

the

number distribution of radio meteors as a function of
observed velocity (McKinley, 1961) and the distribution
of radio meteor radiants as a function of ecliptic
longitude measured from the apex (Davies and Gill, 1960).
The calculated relationship is shown in Figure 3 a

and

Figure 3 b together with the corresponding histograms,
which give the probability P(~ A.) that a meteor encountering the earth at an ecliptic longitude
its longitude of
If
nat

perihelion~

~

will have

within 15 degrees of A.+ bi\..

NH(A) and NAH(A) are the numbers of meteors origifrom the helion and anti-helion sources respect-

ively when the earth is at ecliptic longitude
number of meteors whose perihelia are
be

~,

the

longitude

~will

by

N~(~) ~ '~~~

[NH(,)PH(A')

+

NAH(,)PAH(A,)]

The result is shown in Figure 4, together with
the distribution of longitude of perihe_lion for photographic meteors with q' < 5 a.u. and q"

< 3 acu .. as found
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by McCrosky and Posen (1961). (The curve f9r <{ <5 a.u.
was obt?-ined by adding the curves for q/ < 3 a.u. and

3

~ q'

fo~

q/

< 5 a.u. given by McCroslry and Posen.

Their curve

accurately reduced meteors with orbits for which

< 5 a.u., was not used since it referE? to a total of

only 106 meteors.)

It has been found that the major-

ity of radio meteors have aphelia of less than 5 a.u.,
hence these samples of photographic meteors should
correspond tolerably well with the radio meteors, bearing
in mind that radio observations are more sensitive to
meteors of higher velocity, i.e. those in rather elliptic
orbits.
Several points arise from Figure

4.

Firstly,

the radar survey data, when combined as it is with other
orbital parameters known only on a statistical basis,
cannot reveal the finer detail of the distribution of
perihelion longitudes.

However, the very large sample

of meteors involved ensures that the broad hump in the
distribution is real.

The photographic data, on the

other hand, represent a relatively small sample of
highly accurate individual determinations, leading to
a much more detailed form of the longitude distribution.
As they stand, the correlation between the
Christchurch survey distribution and each of McCrosky
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and Posen's distributions in Figure

4 is positive (cor-

relation coefficient equalled +0.35 in each case) but
not strongly so.

The agreement may be considerably

improved if the Christchurch survey curve is displaced
about two months to the right.

This increases the

correlation coefficient to +0.57 and +0.61
betwee~

and q"

respec~ively

McCrosky and Posen's distributions for q/< 5 a.u.

< 3 a.u., and the Christchurch results.

Such a

displacement implies that the small radio meteors
(sixth magnitude) are distributed ahead of the photographic meteors

whose modal magnitudes are close to 1·

This is in agreement with the findings of the previous
section where visual and radio observations were compared, the greater shift in this case arising from the
increased magnitude difference between the radio and
photographic meteor samples.

The cause of the disper-

sion between the photographic and radar meteors is
probably the same as that mentioned in Section 1, but
in this case the dispersion involves an apparent shift
in the line of apsides of the meteor orbits.
Finally, the distribution of perihelia of radio
and photographi8 meteors exhibits a minimum near 0
degrees and a maximum near 180 degrees longitude, which
is quite the opposite to the observed distribution of
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perihelion longitude fo!' asteroids.

It must be remem-

bered, however, that this observed distribution applies
to all known asteroids, the vast majority of which have
perihelia well outside the earth's orbito

A connection

between them and the meteors crossing the earth's orbit
would be somewhat surprising.

On the other hand, the

possibility of some connection between meteors and
those few asteroids which have their perihelia within
the earth's orbit is not at all prejudiced.

4.

POSSIBLE RELATION BETWEEN METEORITES AND RADIO
METEORS:

In a recent paper Kresak (1963) has presented a
detailed analysis of all known meteorite falls, and in
particular has considered the selection factors involved
in their observation and recoveryo

By far the greater

number of falls have been recorded in the northern hemisphere, so Kresak divided the total number of falls by
thirds into three latitude groups:
northern;

high northern;

mid-

and equatorial, embracing low northern and

southern latitude falls..
occurred at latitudes of

The falls in this latter group
s than+ 32.2 degrees, with

the group average at +9.6 degrees indicating the paucity
of recorded falls in the southern hemisphere.
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The equatorial group shows the smallest seasonal
effect and probably gives the best representation of any
real associations that might be present among meteorite
orbits.

A contour map of times of fall of meteors in

this group is shown in Figure 5 a;

while Figure 5 b shows

the Christchurch r•adar survey results as in Figure 1 b,
but redrawn with less closely spaced hourly rate contours.
Some degree of likeness is evident:

both show two major

seasonal peaks of activity with each peak occurring
within three weeks of its counterpart"

Chance alone may

have brought about this correlation but it appears more
likely that some kind of relationship exists.

There is

also a hint of some connection between the smaller peaks
but the number of meteorites in the sample is too small
to make this significant.
Although there is a seasonal similarity between
the two contour maps the diurnal times of occurrence are
altogether different - an expected result since meteorites tend to fall near the time of culmination of the
antapex whereas meteor rates are lowest at this time of
day.
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CONCLUSIONS:
It is clear that the earth encounters two great

peaks of meteoric activity during the course of a year;
and possibly several minor ones as well.

This indicates

that the so-called sporadic (i.e. non-shower) meteoroids
are distributed in a much less random manner than it has
been customary to believe.

The very fact that such

large yet discrete associations of small meteoroids
exist at the present time demands that they were formed
rather late in the history of the solar system, otherwise
they would long since have been scattered by the various
ever-present dispersive forces.
Wyatt and Whipple (1950) have calculated the
length of time required for the Poynting-Robertson effect
to separate fifth magnitude meteoroids from those of
magnitude -2, for various showers 1 so that the earth will
pass from one limit to the other in a period of 5 days.
These figures indicate that for sporadic meteors in
typical orbits it will take a time of the order of 10

6

years (1Myr.) to separate those of magnitude +3 and +6
by an amount sufficient to require the earth to take one
day in passing between them.

Thus we may obtain a crude

estimate of the age of the meteoroin associations from
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the relative displacement of the peaks of activity in
Figure 1 , as detailed in Table 1 :
PEAKS OF METEOR ACTIVITY

TABLE 1

VISUAL

RADAR

DIFFERENCE

July 27

August 15

October 13 ·

October 22

9 d.,

December 7

December 14

7 d.

19 d.

The time differences lead to an approximate age
of 20 Myr. for the July/August association, which
embraces the 5-Aquarid,

sees Australid, Capricornid

showers and possibly a Cetid shower (Ellyett et al., 1961 ).
The October and December associations, though more
diffuse, appear to be even younger, having approximate
ages of the order of 10 Myr.
Such brief lifetimes, astronomically speaking,
are entirely in accordance with Wyatt and Whipple's cori'"clusion that meteoroids of density 4 gm/cm3 and radius
0.05 em, corresponding to about 5th magnitude meteors,
moving inthe orbit of Halley's
the sun in about 10 Myr.

comet~

would be draM1 into

A time-scale of this order is

supported by the change in slope near magnitude +5 in the
sporadic meteor magnitude distributions obtained by Kaiser
(1963) and others.
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Meteoroid lifetimes of the order of tens of
millions of years are a
cosmic ray exposure

o rather reminiscent of the
s found for chrondritic aero-

tes (chrondrites).

According to Anders (1962) there
is a striking degree of clustering in the H3-He 3 ages
of chrondrites, with a large proportion (6 out of 13
measured samples) aged 22 ~2 Myr,

This particular

cluster is attributed to the break-up of a larger body
about 22 Myr. ago.

Against this, Mason (1960) argues

on mineralogical grounds that chrondrites may never have
formed part of a disrupted planet or other large body.
Whatever their previous history, chrondrites
form the largest proportion (over 80% according to Mason)
of all meteorite falls and it seems
coincidence that many of their ages

~tore

than a mere

should be close to

the age of the large meteoroid association encountered
in July-August every yearo

This revives the old

question concerning cometary versus asteroidal origin of
the smaller, meteor-producing, meteoroids.
While many meteor streams have been identified
with comets, there are almost as many which are not
related to any known comet.

It is worth noting that none

of the streams related to comets include any which are
closely connected with the July-August association of
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meteoroids.

Also~

it is well-known that the occurrence

of meteorites is not coincident with shower activity
although t

re seems to

some relationship with the

meteoroid associations, as demonstrated by Figure 5.
On the other hand 5 Jacchia and Whipple (1961)
have decided from a study of photographic meteor orbits
that less than 1% of such meteors show any sign of a
typically asteroidal origin.

Likewise Whipple and

Hawkins (1959) have pointed out that an asteroidal source
of meteorites is not supported by the known orbits of
asteroids, few of which have perihelia within the earth's
orbit.
Nevertheless these few atypical asteroids, whose
perihelia do lie between the earth and the sun, and whose
irregular light-curves suggest that they are fragments
from a once larger

body~

may very well provide a clue to

the origin of the meteoroid associations.
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Appendi~

(Unpublished)

The known distribution of' radio meteor velocities
and the distribution of' meteor radiants in ecliptic longitude were taken as starting points f'or calculating the
number of' observed meteors as a f'unction of' the dif'f'erence
in ecliptic longitude between perihelion and point of'
encounter with the earth.
McKinley (1961) has published radio velocity measurements originating f'rom three different meteor observing
programs, one being that conducted by Davies and Gill.
These results were averaged and the component representing
meteoroids moving in direct orbits was extracted, as shown
in Figure 6.,

This component has an upper velocity limit

of approximately

48

Kmjsec if' a minimum perihelion distance

of' 12 solar radii is assumed (see below).
Davies and Gill (1960) have obtained the distribution of' radiants in ecliptic longitude :f'or meteors
travelling in orbits of' low inclination.

The two prominent

peaks at approximately 65 degrees on either side of' the
apex of' the earth's way, ref'err•ed to earlier as the helion
and antihelion groupings, are reproduced in Figure 7.

The

meteor distributions shown in Figures 6 and 7 were obtained
by radio techniques and should there:f'ore apply fairly
closely to the present radar results.
Since the problem is.restricted to the helion and
antihelion radiant groupings which are centred close to the
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ecliptic throughout the year, it is a legitimate approximation to consider the relationships between orbit parameters in the plane of the ecliptic only, as shown in
Figur·e 8..

Under these conditions the difference in

ecliptic longitude between the orbit perihelion and the
point of' interception, .aX , for any given meteoroid is a
simple single-valued function of the observed meteor
velocity, VG , and the geocentric elongation from the apex
0

of the apparent radiant of the meteor, EG' measured along
the ecliptic.

The geocent

c meteor velocity in the

2
absence o:f gravitational acceleration is given by VG =
2
2 where V
VG
- V
is the velocity o:f excape :from the
esc..
esc.
0
earth. A simple two...,.dimensional treatment shows that the
difference in longitude between perihelion and the point
o:f encounter (node) is given by

Cos ~A ==

~-2

where

"VE being the earth 1 s orbital velocity.

The

LlA.

distri-

bution is therefore bivariate and representable by a two
dimensional array of values where the rows are of constant,
VG

and the columns o:f constant

€G. Two arrays are needed:

0

one for positive values of ~G (helion radiants) and the
other f'or negative values (antihelion radiants)e
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Let n .. be the number of meteors in the cell in the
J.J

i th column and the j th row, the values of i and j bei;ng
defined by

=

(40 + 5i) degrees, for

=

(1 0 + 5 j) Km / sec , for

1 ~ j ~

7

The resulting 9 x 7 array embraced values of VG

in 5 Km/
0

sec intervals from 15 Km/sec to 45 Km/sec which is near to
the maximum velocity observable for meteors moving in
direct orbits.

The values of fG ranged in 5 degree inter-

vals from +45° to +85° for meteors in the helion radiant
groupings and from -45° to -85° for meteors in the antihelion
radiant grouping ..
Summing the number of meteors one column at a time
7

ni. = [

nij

j=l

and the 9 values of n i. represent the number distribution
o:f meteors as a function of their geocentric elongation.
This is known for both helion and antihelion groupings,
which means that the marginal column totals are known for
both arrays.
Similarly the 7 values of n . represent the known
•J

distribution of meteors as a function of their observed
velocity.

These marginal row totals are the same for each

array by virtue of the reversibility of the encounter geometry of Figure 8.
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If' the total of' meteors in the sample is N
then

N
1-=1

but the order of' summation is immaterial, so also
7

N =Ln
..
j=t J
and the problem becomes one of' distributing the N meteors
among the cells of' the array to satisf'y the known values
of' the marginal totals.

The number of' possible solutions

is greatly restricted due to the f'ollowing conditions
which must be obeyed:
1•

Certain cells are f'orbidden because they represent
meteoroids moving in

ther hyperbolic orbits or in

orbits passing too close to the sun.

In view of' the

f'indings of' Jacchia and Whipple (1961), who have
made precise determinations

the orbits of' photo-

graphic meteors, a value of' 0.05 a.u. (12 solar
radii) was taken to be the minimum allowable perihelion radius f'or a meteoroid to survive many
approaches to the sun.

There seems to be no reason

why this photographic result should not equally

a~ply

to the radar meteors, which are, f'or the most part,
smaller and more susceptible to solar inf'luences when
near to the sun.
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2.

The distribution of the n .. values in any row or
~J

column should be unimodal and as smoothly varying
as possible.

Furthermore cells corresponding to

the higher values of orbital eccentricity were
favoured in order to comply with the known preference for high eccentricity among sporadic radio
meteorsr as found by Davies and Gill (1960).

This

preference is also shown by photographic meteors
according to McCrosky and Posen (1961).
The solution obtained for each array should therefore
be a reasonably good representation of the actual bivariate
distribution of meteors.
values of

LlA

The final step was to take the

corresponding to each permissible combination

of i and j and plot curves of n . (at fixed i) as a function
1J

of

LlX ,

making due allowance for the finite second differ-

ences in the

Ll" values.

These curves were then summed to

give the meteor distribution as a function of L\A, as shown
in Figures 3 a

and 3 b.

In each Figure a histogram was

drawn for 30 degree intervals of L\i\ such that the ordinate
values represent the probability P(Ll i\) of a meteoroid~
encountering the earth at an ecliptic longitude
its perihelion within 15 degrees of

I\, having

A+LlA.
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FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN

MAR· APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN
1960

1re 1a (upper) :

1b (lower) :

1961

Observed visual meteor rates ( Olivier. 1960 )
Incidence of radio meteors ( Ellyett & Keay. 1963)
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0•••0-••0 HELtON ACTIVITY
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FIGURE 2.

ANTI·HELION ,.

The variation throughout the year in the
activity of meteors whose radiants belong
to the helion and anti-helion groupings.
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The occurrence of meteorite falls (after Kresok, 1963)
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The velocity distribution of radio meteors
moving in direct orbits.
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FIGURE 8. Encounter conditions when a meteoroid moving outwards in a direct orbit
lr, the plane of tile ecliptic Is Intercepted by the earth. In this example
the apparent radiant of the meteor belongs to the hellon grouping.
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1 2.

SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM A RESURVEY OF METEOR
RATES

In February 1963 a resurvey of meteor rates was begun
and is still continuing.
available up to

Decemb~r

Preliminary results are now

1963.

The time-lag is due to the

.manual processes of' f'ilm..,.reading and totalling and checking
of' the half-hourly rates.

The subsequent processing is

much faster than it was with the f'irst survey because the
half-hourly totals, together with detector current readings,
are punched on I.B..M .. cards..

Computer programs have been

developed to check their consistency and produce the
monthly sheets of hourly totals very quickly in a similar
format to the rate tables from the f'irst survey.
A few tentative comparisons may be made between the
two surveys.

Figure 1 shows the diurnal variation in

meteor rate :ror three selected months.

AlthoUgh the curves

for these months dif'f'er considerably f'rom one another, it
is obvious that the shape of' the curve :ror a given month
(when scaled, by an appropriate amount) does not vary f'rom
year to year.

Thus the radiant distribution of sporadic

meteors, as derived in Chapter 10, remains constant f'rom
year to year.
The most puzzling f'eature of' the two surveys is that
f'or many of' the months o:r the second survey the observed
meteor rates were almost double what they were at the
corresponding time of' the f'irst survey.

This is apparent
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in Figure 1.

It is even more apparent in Figure 2, which

shows the average hourly rate at the time of :passage of
the antapex when the influence of showers is least..

The

sudden drop between September and October in the otherwise
smooth curve for the second survey may arise from the fact
that man-made interference was particularly bad during
October and much of November.

But th1s does not explain

why the 1963 survey has produced higher rates throughout.
The whole problem is under investigation but it is interesting to note tha.t the five-year Canadian survey (Millman,

1963) obtained average monthly rates which differed from
year to year by factors of up to two.

They did not,

however, record a difference as consistent as that shown
in Figure 2..

In order to help resolve this difficulty the

present survey is being extended beyond the original time
limit of one year.
Finally, the second survey results reveal the same
prominent peaks of meteor activity as were present in the
original survey, although no contour map of activity similar to that of Figure 1, Chapter 8, has yet been prepared.
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APPENDIX

.l
CHJ\RACTERISTICS OF.AERIALS USED IN THIS WORK

Twelve
Eight
dipoles 7 element
Yagis

Configuration:

72

Azimuth of'
beam centre:
I

Multiple
Yagi Arra,y
(2 of')

Rotatable
Array

AERIAL:

1

Any
""··

Omnidirectional
(2 of')

Three
folded
dipoles

Crossed
f'olded
dipoles

90°E

-

j

hi 67 .. 5°E
'i 112.5°E

-·-

""'"'

Horizontal beam
width between
half'-power points:

22.5

Elevation. at which
maximum power is
radiated:

12°

9.5

Vertical.beam
.width between
half'-power points:

14°

11 -5°

125

1000

Gain over_.
isotropic :
I

*These

Fa:n Beam
Array

0

4~4°

I

0

values may be taken as plus or minus

90°

-

14°

60°

16.5

0

38°

4 .. 4

1o%.
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APPENDIX 2
(Extract :from ttThe .Annual and Diurnal Variation o:r Meteor
Rates in the Southern Hemis:pheren,
C. S. L. Keay,

by C. D. Ellyett and

Final Report, AFGRL Contract AF64 (500 )-6,

Chapter 3, May 1962 .)

MAINTENANCE OF

PARAM)ill~ER

0 ONSTANOY

(a) Transmit~
i)

Absolute power ..

A dummy load, consisting of
eight 60 W strip lamps in

parallel, was connected to the transmissi-on line
.as close as possible to the ·aerial, and carefully
matched.

A standing wave ratio of 1.18:1 was

obtained on the open feeder lines, which was the
normal ratio with the aerial in use.

By

standard

comparison techniques against a mains-operated
lamp, together with an accurate measurement o:r
the pulse width, a peak pulse :power of 81 KW was
obtained.
ii)

Relative power monitoring.

A :peak-reading relative field strength

meter and dipole aerial some 60 yards from the
transmitting aerial :fed to an Esterline-Angus
recorder giving an automatic hourly measurement
of radiated power.

The deviation from the monthly

mean ranged between 2 and

4%.
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(b) Receiver and Display

Complete and systematic checking of all the
apparatus has been in operation throughtmt the entire
experiment.

Advantage was taken of the time off to re-

load the camera at three §:nd four day intervals to carry
out checks on receiver noise figure and sensitivity,
transmitter.-..receiver tuning, and brilliance setting of
the display tube.
A voltage standing wave ratio measurement of
the transmitter aerial feeder system, together with a
bri

measurement of the receiver aerial feeder

termination, was taken at frequent intervals.
variations were detected.

No major

Reqeiver gain control settings

were standardized at each film change, using the standard
noise generator as a reference signal.

A fortuitous

permanent echo some miles distant provided a convenient,
ready check of' the frequency stability of the system.
In addition, a noise generator automatically
replaced the aerial f'or some seconds once per hour.
The noise diode anode current and the receiver detector
current meters were photographed simultaneously onto
the meteor f'ilm to giye an hourly record of the receiver
sensitivity.
Finally, at three minute intervals (except on
the hour) the receiver-detector current meter was photographed to provide a measure of' the aerial noise.

It had

186
been thought that it would be necessary to use these readings

chiefly of slowly varying galactic noise

to

reduce all rates to a standard noise level, but the introduction of the video compression unit maintained constancy
of background level and rende!led this unnecessary.

